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Through the ages the Dutch megaliths, the so called ‘hunebedden’, 
have triggered the imagination of  observers. These monuments, built 
in the north-east of  the Netherlands during the Middle Neolithic, are 
featured in seventeenth century travel dairies and were the scope of  
some of  the earliest archaeological research that was performed in 
the Netherlands. This wide and early public interest has contributed 
to the description and excavation of  many sites, building an extensive 
archaeological data-set, but also to fragmentary publications and ar-
chaeological research with use of  early excavation methods.
The flint finds from megaliths form a somewhat neglected category 
and they have been published extensively for only a few sites. This 
thesis aims to balance this lack of  published data by describing a 
number of  sites in detail. Technological and typological aspects from 
hunebed D19, D26, G2 and G3 were studied, considering the en-
tire flint assemblages, not only focussing on formal tools. The re-
sults from use wear analysis of  a selection of  objects from these sites 
are included. The results of  the study of  the archaeological material 
and the literature survey are contextualized by comparing it to several 
wider contexts.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Through the ages the Dutch megaliths, the so called ‘hunebedden’, have trig-
gered the imagination of observers. They are featured in seventeenth century 
travel dairies and were the scope of some of the earliest archaeological research 
that was performed in the Netherlands. This wide and early public interest 
has contributed to the description and excavation of many sites, building an 
extensive archaeological data-set, but also to the protection of most of the 
hunebedden over the last century. The downside of this early and broad atten-
tion, however, is that at the time of the first excavations the standard excava-
tion techniques were clearly less developed and detailed than in later years. 
Researchers focussed on architectural descriptions of the construction of the 
megaliths and objects like polished flint axes and complete or easily recon-
structable pots. Many sediments from the megaliths were not sieved, leaving 
the category of smaller finds underrepresented. With regard to the chamber fill 
of a hunebed, this excavation strategy is unthinkable nowadays. Consequently 
this specific background of early research is also reflected in many publications 
of hunebed excavations.
The subject of this thesis came up during a course dealing with the signifi-
cance and the meaning of prehistoric flint.1 Dealing with the subject of “flint 
from the Dutch Middle Neolithic”, my main focus was on flint from TRB sites 
like hoards, flat graves and, last but not least, the Dutch megalithic monu-
ments (Van den Biggelaar & Van Woerdekom 2004). Going through publica-
tions of hunebed-excavations, I was struck by the limited role that flint finds 
play in these descriptions and interpretations. In some cases no exact numbers 
are published and only mentioning ‘some flint arrowheads’ is considered suf-
ficient.2 Good descriptions and complete publications of the flint assemblages 
from hunebedden proved to be very rare. Nevertheless, some interesting pat-
terns showed up in the quick survey of the available data; patterns that seemed 
worth a closer look. This “closer look” has resulted in this MA-thesis.
The scope of flint studies has changed considerably over the last decades. 
More recent research usually includes nearly all flint artefacts, and looks be-
yond only the formal tool types. Use wear analysis is applied to a broad selec-
tion of the total assemblage. This approach turned out to be a positive choice: 
1 Seminar “The meaning of flint tools for Neolithic and Bron�e Age societies in Northwestern-             
Europe”, taught in 2004 by dr. A.L. van Gijn, Leiden University.
2 For example hunebed D32c (Taayke 1985).      
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Modern flint research sheds light on many aspects of society and can reveal 
very valuable information about craft and subsistence activities, ritual and cer-
emonial practices, burial practices and social relationships. Use wear analyses 
have revealed that unmodified pieces of flint were also used in various activi-
ties. Hence, limiting a research and publication to the formal tools does not 
do justice to the nature of the archaeological material. A good example of this 
kind of research is the recent book of Van Gijn (2010). That the general aims 
and nature of the study of archaeological material has changed substantially 
over the last thirty years is illustrated by a remark on the study of TRB flint 
artefacts by Bakker:
‘The study of the small flint artefacts has actually not even started. It is to be 
doubted whether such a study would produce detailed chronological results, 
but it might perhaps throw up some information about the ethnic substrata 
whose fusion led to the populations which made the Western Tiefstich pottery.’  
(Bakker 1979, 76)
1.1 Research questions
This study into the flint assemblages from the Dutch hunebedden aims to 
balance to some extent the fragmentary way in which the flint from many 
megalithic sites was described in the past and the limited role it plays in in-
terpretation, especially compared to the pottery. It is possible to describe the 
flint in a more structured way and the study of all flint from a site will reveal 
technological details and allow interpretations that were not possible before. 
The central question of this research therefore is: ‘what can we learn from the 
thorough study of all flint objects from a megalith in respect to technological, 
typological and functional aspects of the assemblage?’ This question will be 
answered by studying the flint finds from a small selection of megaliths. These 
data will be combined with previously published data from other megaliths. 
Subsequently, the research will be contextuali�ed by placing the data-set into 
several different perspectives. This contextuali�ation will be the basis for some 
more general conclusions. This very brief outline of the research will be elabo-
rated in the next section.
1.2 Outline of the research
I have examined the flint finds discovered in four hunebedden: D19, D26, 
G2 and G3. The data gathered during this study form the primary data-set for 
this research. These sites have been excavated in the past and the material was 
retrieved from the storage locations where it was kept, still awaiting ‘future 
research’. A detailed account of this study is given in Chapter 2. After a brief 
description of the research history of each site, the results of the analysis are 
presented, including all relevant details on technology, typology and functional 
analysis. Chapter 2 will conclude with a comparison of these four sites.
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A (limited) literature survey will be presented in Chapter 3. This section 
brings together a number of other published accounts of flint finds in hunebed-
den. Some assemblages are described in more detail than others but it would 
be a shame not to integrate any of this available information in the present re-
search. When compared to the data-set described in Chapter 2, this secondary 
data-set, consisting of eleven sites, can shed some light on the representativity 
of the results from the few sites that were studied physically.
The last chapter before the conclusion, Chapter 4, will place the presented 
flint data from the hunebedden into its broader context. Flint assemblages 
from different contexts from the TRB are described and compared: those from 
flat graves, settlement sites and flint hoards. Next, a brief look into the de-
velopment of the grave ritual from the TRB to the Late Neolithic is offered: 
How do burial practices and the sets of grave goods develop through the Single 
Grave Culture and the Bell Beaker Culture? What role do the megaliths play in 
these later periods? Chapter 4 will conclude with some observations on an in-
ternational scale, with a focus on northern Europe. Some observations regard-
ing the use of flint seem to differ from the situation in the Netherlands. 
1.3 Methodology
The four sites that form the most important data-set for this research were 
primarily selected based on the availability of the material. Material from D26 
and G3 was stored at the Noord Nederlands Archeologisch Depot in Nuis; G2 
was at the University of Groningen and the material from D19 is part of the 
collection of the National Museum of Antiquities in Leiden. These sites were 
excavated in different years by different institutes and will hopefully represent 
a good cross section of the material that has been excavated from the Dutch 
megaliths. The flint finds from D19 had been previously studied by H. Jacobs 
(Jacobs 2006) but this material was re-evaluated within the scope of the cur-
rent research.
The flint material has been described according to the conventions used at 
the Laboratory for Artefact Studies of Leiden University. All common variables 
and the various typological and technological designations are listed in the 
database that was used for this research. This database (MS Access) has been 
designed and developed by the Laboratory for Artefact Studies. At this point 
it is important to stress that a number of typological designations can pose a 
problem, especially when the results of the study are compared to previously 
published assemblages. Differently defined types can influence the outcome of 
the comparison. When dealing with a TRB assemblage, this applies, for exam-
ple, to the distinction between a “strike-a-light” and a “TRB-pick”. These tools 
largely share the same typological definition and often the real distinction is 
made based on traces of use (macroscopic (rounded tip) and/or microscopic) 
although this is absolutely not in line with any other aspect of flint typology: 
for example we do not have different names for used and unused scrapers.
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This thesis includes the results of use wear analyses by means of high pow-
er microscopy. All microscopic research was performed at the Laboratory of 
Artefact Studies, Faculty of Archaeology, Leiden University by A.L. van Gijn, 
K. Wentink and A. Verbaas as part of other research projects (Van Gijn 2010, 
Wentink 2006). Results of their analyses were gratefully included in the cur-
rent research. The study of wear traces of many artefacts was difficult due to 
“Post Depositional Surface Modification” (PDSM) of the flint. This type of 
damage is a result of the sandy matrix in which the artefacts were embedded. 
The sand caused edges to become rounded and damaged. In many cases PDSM 
obliterates any wear traces that were present on the artefacts.
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Chapter 2
The flint assemblages from four Dutch 
megaliths
The flint finds from hunebedden D19, D26, G2 and G3 have been subjected 
to a detailed study. The choice has been made to include all the available flint 
material and not only to focus on obvious tools like axes and arrowheads but 
on the assemblage as a whole. This means that large quantities of ‘waste’ and 
unmodified flakes have also been studied and will be included in the analy-
ses. This broader focus can also reveal ‘waste’-producing activities like flint-
knapping and tool production. A selection of the finds has been subjected 
to microscopic use wear analysis by the Laboratory for Artefact Studies from 
Leiden University as part of other research projects.3 After description of the 
flint material and results from use wear analysis for each megalith individually 
(2.2 - 2.4), the results of the sites will be compared in the last section of this 
chapter (2.5).
3 The microscopic analyses were performed by A.L. van Gijn, A. Verbaas and K. Wentink from 
the Laboratory of Artefact studies, Leiden University. The results of these analyses are gratefully 
incorporated in the present study.
G2
G3
D26
D19
Figure 2.1: Map of the northern Netherlands with the locations of hunebedden D19, D26, G2 
and G3 indicated. Map: K. Wentink.
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2.1 Hunebed D19
2.1.1 Introduction
The megalithic tomb Hunebed D19 is situated near the village of Drouwen 
(see fig. 2.1), at a few meters distance from D20. It originally consisted of 
eight capstones and a portal construction with four side stones. Only five of 
the capstones are in place nowadays. Van Giffen stated that the site shows clear 
traces of former mounds covering the megalith. D19 became state property 
together with D20 in 1871. The first account of archaeological activity around 
D19 dates from the 19th century. In the 1870’s, W.C. Lukis and H.E.L. Dryden 
surveyed many Dutch megaliths including D19 (Bakker 2010, 153). Some 
material from D19 collected during this survey is now in the collection of the 
British Museum in London (Van Ginkel et al. 2005).
The chamber of D19 was excavated in 1912 by Holwerda from the National 
Museum of Antiquities in Leiden (Holwerda 1913). Van Giffen re-excavated 
this megalith in 1961/62 making this hunebed the first in the Netherlands that 
was investigated using relatively modern excavation techniques. The finds from 
the archaeological excavations included over 400 pieces of pottery, over 250 
pieces of flint and six strips of copper (that belong to the oldest metal objects 
found in the Netherlands).
A total of 269 objects from D19 has been studied for this research.4 This is 
the total number of flint artefacts preserved from the excavations of D19. It is 
very likely that the excavated material was not sieved and/or that small pieces 
of flint were left in the field intentionally; sieving sediments at an archaeologi-
cal excavation was not common until the 1970’s. This is supported by the fact 
that the distribution of length from these flint pieces differs slightly from that 
of the other sites studied. The general description of the flint material from 
hunebed D19 below mentions all remarkable details. Detailed quantitative in-
formation is given in appendix 1.
2.1.2 Technology & typomorphology
The study and description of all available flint finds enables us to not only 
focus on typologically distinct “tools”, but to look at the entire assemblage. 
This approach results in the availability of more technological information. 
This can, for instance, shed light on the flint-related activities around the site. 
Among the material from D19, sixteen cores, eight core preparation pieces and 
four core rejuvenation pieces have been recogni�ed. All of these artefacts are re-
lated to flint-working and the presence of this category in a hunebed could be 
interpreted as indications for flint-working activities at the site. These objects 
(in total 28 pieces) represent c. 10% of all the flint finds from D19.
4 The assemblage of D19 has been studied previously as part of a BA-thesis by H. Jacobs (Jacobs                 
2006).
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The raw material of the majority of the material has been identified as 
locally collected flint. This flint, originally from northern Europe, was trans-
ported by glacial activity and finally deposited in the northern Netherlands. 
Therefore it is also called moraine flint. This flint is usually fine-grained and 
is normally found in smaller, rolled nodules which contain many internal frac-
tures. Therefore this material has several technological limits when used as a 
source for flint-working (Beuker 2010, 16). Because of the limited si�e of the 
nodules it can be hard to create larger tools from this raw material. Indeed 
the larger flint axes were imported from Scandinavia. The internal fractures 
in the nodules cause the flint to break less predictably, making the flint-work-
ing harder and the reduction of a core necessarily more ad-hoc in reaction to 
unexpected breaking of the core. The production of smaller axes, however, was 
possible using the locally available flint (Beuker 2010, 25-27).
Approximately 50% of the flint from D19 has remains of cortex. 
Approximately half of these pieces has a weathered cortex (23,4% of the total 
assemblage) (table 2.1). This is in line with the fact that most of the raw mate-
rial was identified as moraine flint. The breaking and weathering during glacial 
transport and long periods of exposure on the surface have caused exposed 
parts of the interior of the original nodule to become weathered or display an 
“old surface”. 
Table 2.1: Appearance of different types of cortex in hunebed D19.
cortex n %
absent 136 50,6%
old surface 35 13,0%
rough, no chalk 31 11,5%
rough with chalk 3 1,1%
unsure 1 0,4%
weathered 63 23,4%
total 269
	 	
A total of eight artefacts from D19 displays traces of burning. This is 3% 
of the complete flint assemblage. 93% (n=249) of the material from D19 is 
complete, meaning that the artefact is not clearly missing any part of the type 
due to breakage or (possibly deliberate) fragmentation activities. 
The flint assemblage from hunebed D19 has also been described typologi-
cally. The dominant types that could be distinguished are unmodified flakes 
(48%), points (10%) and blades (7%). Other flint artefacts include some re-
touched flakes and one round scraper. In addition twelve flint axes were found 
in D19 (see fig. 2.2).5 All except for one of the axes have the rectangular cross 
section that is typical for TRB-axes. One of the axes has an oval cross section, 
5 The finds from D19 also included two stone axes one of which is made from lydite. These will not                   
be included in this description.
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Figure 2.2: A number of the polished flint axes from hunebed D19. Scale: 2:3. a. find number C1912-
12.12; b. find number C1912-12.7; c. find number C1912-12.14; d. find number C1912-12.9; e. find 
number C1912-12.4; f. find number C1912-12.13. Drawing: R. Timmermans.
f
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dating it to the Single Grave Culture (SGC) (see Chapter 4). One small axe 
could have been part of an originally larger, possibly oval axe. The length of the 
axes varies between 5,8 cm and 19,5 cm. Two of the axes from D19 have been 
made of Helgoland flint ‘type 2’, a gray variety of the famous red Helgoland 
flint. The other axes are made of northern or (local) moraine flint but these 
types are difficult to separate (see also section 2.5.1). One of the axes has been 
roughly reshaped using the pecking technique. Another axe is very asymmetri-
cal, suggesting intensive use resharpening of the cutting edge. Seven unmodi-
fied flakes have a polished facet; they originate from larger polished axes. Four 
of these pieces are very likely to originate from the same large axe. This axe was 
first heavily burned (craquelé and displaying potlids) and subsequently heavily 
flaked into smaller parts (see fig. 2.3). The alleged original si�e of this axe is 
much larger than the axes that are commonly found in hunebedden. 
2.1.3 Traces of use
A selection of 38 flint objects (10%) was subjected to microscopic analysis 
(table 2.2). Apart from a number of flint axes that will be described separately, 
thirteen of them show traces of wear. Four had no traces at all and nine ob-
jects were not interpretable. The thirteen objects with traces of use showed 26 
‘actually used areas’ (AUA’s). These used �ones are a tool to describe the use 
of an artefact and enables recording of multiple used areas for different tasks 
at different moments for each individual artefact (Van Gijn 1990 12-13). The 
number of AUA’s (compared to the number of flint artefacts studied) can also 
indicate how intensively the flint from a particular site was used. The results of 
the use wear analysis are displayed in tables 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5. 
1 cm
Figure 2.3: Four parts of probably the same large flint axe, found in hunebed D19. All pieces 
show traces of heavy burning. Photo: Q. Bourgeois.
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Traces of hide-working have been found on just one artefact (one AUA). 
This retouched flake was used on hide in a scraping motion. The other AUA 
involving hide as contact material was found as traces of hafting on a blade 
with steep retouch. This blade shows traces of hafting involving (possibly) a 
mineral material mixed with the traces of hide.
Six AUA’s (representing four objects) display traces of pounding. In five 
cases, the contact material was pyrite. These traces are found on two TRB-
picks / strike-a-lights and on a flake with border retouch. The use wear traces 
on these three artefacts are interpreted as results from making fire using flint 
and pyrite. Six AUA’s were used to work cereals. These AUA’s were found on 
five blades, four of which had been retouched. For three AUA’s, the motion 
involved could be determined as longitudinal. These tools were probably used 
to harvest or process cereal crops. One transverse arrowhead and two retouched 
blades show traces of hafting. The arrowhead has one possible spot of birch 
tar residue. This material could have been used to attach the arrowhead to the 
shaft of the arrow. The blades have been hafted along the long side, enabling 
the opposite side to be used as a cutting edge. All eleven flint axes from D19 
have been included in the use wear analysis. Almost all axes show traces of use 
that were interpreted as the result of wood-working. All axes from D19 show 
traces of resharpening, sometimes with multiple �ones or facets of grinding. 
artefact	type interpretability objects
axe traces 11
unmodified	blade traces 1
flake	core no	traces 1
type	unknown no	traces 1
unmodified	flake not	interpretable 5
no	traces 1
traces 5
transverse	arrowhead not	interpretable 2
traces 1
retouched	blade not	interpretable 1
traces 4
retouched	flake not	interpretable 1
traces 1
Strike-a-light traces 1
round	scraper no	traces 1
total 38
Table 2.2: Use wear selection from D19 with indication of the interpretability and number of 
artefacts with traces of use.
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Table 2.3: Cross table relating artefact type (rows) to contact material (colums). Hunebed 
D19.
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unmodified blade - - - 1 - - - 1
unmodified flake - - - - 4 1 1 6
transverse arrowhead - - - - 1 - - 1
retouched blade - - - 1 1 - - 2
steep retouched blade 1 - - 4 2 - - 7
flake with border retouch - 1 1 - - - - 2
strike-a-light - - 2 - 2 - - 4
TRB-pick rounded point - - 2 - 1 - - 3
total 1 1 5 6 11 1 1 26
Table 2.4: Cross table relating artefact type (rows) to motion (columns). Hunebed D19.
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unmodified blade - - - 1 - - - 1
unmodified flake 1 - - - - - 5 6
transverse arrowhead - 1 - - - - - 1
retouched blade - - 1 - - 1 2
steep retouched blade - - 1 3 1 2 7
flake with border retouch 1 - - - - 1 - 2
strike-a-light 2 - - - - - 2 4
TRB-pick rounded point 2 - - - - - 1 3
total 6 1 2 4 1 1 11 26
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Table 2.5: Cross table relating contact material (rows) to motion (columns). Hunebed D19.
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hide / mineral - - 1 - - - - 1
hide - - - - - 1 - 1
pyrite 5 - - - - - - 5
cereal - - - 3 - - 3 6
unsure - 1 1 1 1 - 7 11
unspecified hard 
material
1 - - - - - - 1
siliceous plant / mineral - - - - - - 1 1
total 6 1 2 4 1 1 11 26
Besides the spot of birch tar mentioned in the previous section, four objects 
show traces of a red residue. These red spots have been interpreted as possible 
traces of red ochre. These observations do not seem to show any fixed pattern. 
Patterns may, however, also be obscured by the small number of sightings: four 
objects in the complete assemblage of D19. These artefacts are:6
D19/1617 A TRB-pick with use wear traces of fire-making (on both tips) 
has a larger spot of ochre, located c. 1 cm from one of the tips.
D19/1898 A strike-a-light with use wear traces of fire-making on both tips 
shows spots of red/orange residue that looks like ochre near both tips.
D19/0219 A flake with some red residue on the platform and a bit on the 
(distal) edge in the small negatives of the use retouch. The surface of the 
artefact shows heavy PDSM.
D19/02410 A flake with some red residue near the lateral edge. The artefact 
was not interpretable for use wear analysis due to heavy PDSM.
2.2 Hunebed D26
2.2.1 Introduction
Hunebed D26 is situated on the Drouwenerveld, near the village of Drouwen 
(see fig. 2.1). It is an average si�ed megalith with twelve side stones, two end 
stones and five capstones. Thirteen of the 27 kerb stones are still in place, as 
6 Find numbers in this section refer to the author’s registration numbers. Original find numbers              
will be referred to in footnotes.
7 Find number C1912/12.16.  
8 Find number C1912/12.16-43.  
9 Find number C1912/12.16.  
10 Find number C1912/12.16.  
•
•
•
•
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well as a large part of the mound covering the monument. D26 had a long en-
trance consisting of four standing stones. D26 was part of the survey of (most 
of ) the Dutch megaliths by W.C. Lukis and H.E.L. Dryden in the 1870’s 
(Bakker 2010, 153). Some finds recovered from D26 are currently in the col-
lection of the British Museum in London (Van Ginkel et al. 2005). D26 was 
subjected to detailed excavation in 1968 and 1970 by a team led by dr. J.A. 
Bakker, prof. dr. A.E. van Giffen and prof. dr. W. Glasbergen (Bakker in prep.). 
On the chamber floor they excavated c. 160 individual TRB pots, many flint 
tools and amber beads. A deposition of two complete TRB pots was discov-
ered in a pit just in front of the entrance of the megalith. All the available flint 
material from hunebed D26, a total of 992 objects, has been studied for this 
research (Appendix 1).
2.2.2 Technology & typomorphology
The presence of 51 cores, thirty core preparation pieces and fourteen core re-
juvenation pieces among the material from D26 suggests that flint-knapping 
may have taken place at this megalith. These objects (total 95 pieces) form c. 
10% of all flint finds from this site. The majority of the material from D26 is 
moraine flint. This locally collected flint is usually fine-grained, but it is found 
as smaller rolled nodules which contain many internal fractures. Less than 40% 
of the flint finds from D26 has remains of cortex present. Most of these pieces 
show ‘old surface’ (17.6% of the total assemblage) (table 2.6). Forty-five flint 
objects from hunebed D26 have traces of burning. This is 4.5% of the total 
number of flint objects. Sixty-seven percent (n=668) of the material was with 
certainty complete, i.e. not clearly missing any part of the artefact. A missing 
part can be caused by pre- or post-depositional breakage but also by deliberate 
fragmentation. Unmodified flakes (50%), points (12%) and blocks (9%) are 
the dominant artefact types. Smaller numbers of blades, retouched flakes and 
strike-a-lights/TRB-picks were, amongst others, also found in D26. Nineteen 
unmodified flakes have a polished facet; they originate from larger polished 
axes. The complete flint axes will be discussed further below.
Table 2.6: Appearance of different types of cortex in hunebed D26.
cortex n %
absent 629 63,4%
old surface 175 17,6%
rough, no chalk 57 5,7%
unsure 13 1,3%
weathered 118 11,9%
total 992
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2.2.3 Traces of use
Fifteen flint objects from D26 (1% of all flint) were selected for microscopic 
analysis (table 2.7). Four of these show traces of use. Eight had no traces at 
all and three objects turned out not to be interpretable due to PDSM. The 
four objects with traces of use contained four AUA’s (table 2.8, 2.9 and 2.10). 
The only noteworthy traces of use wear were found on two flint axes. These 
traces, however, give us the opportunity to have a closer look at the use-life of 
these axes. An attempt can be made to reconstruct the biography of the axe. A 
number of arrowheads was examined but they do not show traces of use.
Table 2.7: Use wear selection from D26 with indication of the interpretability and number of 
artefacts with traces of use.
Table 2.8: Cross table relating artefact type (rows) to contact material (columns). Hunebed 
D26.
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axe 1 1 1 3
strike-a-light - 1 - 1
total 1 2 1 4
artefact	type interpretability objects
TRB-pick traces 1
axe not	interpretable 1
traces 2
unmodified	blade no	traces 1
type	unknown no	traces 1
transverse	arrowhead not	interpretable 1
no	traces 6
Strike-a-light traces 1
round	scraper not	interpretable 1
total 15
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Table 2.9: Cross table relating artefact type (rows) to motion (columns). Hunebed D26.
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axe - 2 1 3
strike-a-light 1 - - 1
total 1 2 1 4
Table 2.10: Cross table relating contact material (rows) to motion (columns). Hunebed D26.
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wood - - 1 1
unsure 1 1 - 2
unspecified - 1 - 1
total 1 2 1 4
Three of the six flint axes from D26 were analysed using high-power microsco-
py. Both micro- and macroscopic observations can shed light on the biography 
of these objects. Of the remaining three axes only macroscopic observations 
can be discussed.11 
D26/85212 The first flint axe subjected to microscopic analysis is 6,0 cm 
long and 3,9 cm wide. This axe shows traces of use, but also of resharpening. 
The use wear traces of the initial use are vague and the motion and contact 
material involved could not be determined. The traces of use and use retouch 
underlay two �ones of resharpening. This indicates that, after the last use, the 
axe was resharpened from two different angles. This axe was hafted, resulting 
in rounding and several �ones of friction gloss on the lower half of the object. 
One small red spot is probably some residue of red ochre, located near the cut-
ting edge.
D26/85313 The second axe is 6,6 cm long and 4,2 cm wide. Some spots 
of use wear revealed that this axe was used for wood-working in a transverse 
motion. However, this axe shows traces of resharpening after use as well: one 
facet of resharpening could be recognised. The direction of grinding is parallel 
to the cutting edge. On one side of the cutting edge some use retouch is still 
11 Find numbers in this section refer to the author’s registration numbers. Original find numbers              
will be referred to in footnotes.
12 Find number 1918/VIII - 700; Registration number Hunebedcentrum: D2004-IV-170.        
13 Find number 1918/VIII; find location L137; Registration number Hunebedcentrum:         
D2004-IV-170.
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visible despite regrinding/resharpening activities. The use retouch is still visible 
underneath, indicating that the axe had been used first, but it was resharpened 
prior to deposition in the megalith. The lower half of this axe shows wear traces 
of hafting.
Apart from the axes subjected to use wear analysis a macroscopic inspec-
tion of the other axes from hunebed D26 can reveal aspects related to the bi-
ography of the objects as well.
D26/85414 Axe with a length of 9,8 cm and width of 4,7 cm, showing 
traces of battering all over. The axe has probably been used.
D26/864 An axe with rectangular cross-section made of fine-grained flint. 
Length: 5,9 cm, width: 3,3 cm. The axe has been coarsely finished com-
pared to the other axes from D26. The top and bottom sides are not com-
pletely parallel. This tool does however show macroscopic gloss along the 
cutting edge, indicating that is has been used. This axe was flaked, possibly 
intentionally after use and prior to deposition.
D26/86915 This axe with a length of 4,5 cm and width of 4,1 cm was origi-
nally entirely polished. Before ending up in D26 it was used both as a core 
(by removing flakes) and as a hammer stone.
D26/88716 An axe with rectangular cross-section made of fine-grained 
flint. Length: 4,1 cm; width 2 cm. This find represents the complete lateral 
side and possibly the butt-end of an axe. The original axe has been flaked 
heavily and hence it was used as a core.
Table 2.11 lists any remarkable secondary treatment of the axes from D26 that 
took place prior to deposition. Note that only the first two axes have been 
subjected to microscopic examination enabling the recognition of �ones of re-
sharpening. Apart from use as an axe in, for example, wood-working activities, 
all six axes from hunebed D26 did undergo secondary treatment of some kind 
before ending up in the megalith. At least two of them were resharpened, two 
axes were possibly used as hammer stone resulting in battering traces, and three 
axes were flaked. Possible interpretations of these observations will be further 
elaborated on in section 2.5.6.
14 Registration number Hunebedcentrum: D2004-IV-169.   
15 Find location �104 - 502.    
16 Find location P124.  
•
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Table 2.11: Overview of the secondary treatment of the axes from D26. Note that only 852 
and 853 have been subjected to microscopic examination enabling the recognition of zones of 
resharpening. Reg. no. refers to author’s registration numbers.
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853 x
854 ? x
864 ? x
869 ? x x
887 ? x
Some spots of orange/red residue that could be red ochre were observed on 
three pieces of flint:
D26/85317 As described above, one spot was found on an axe. 
D26/30318 One fragment of a polished axe revealed a few spots of ochre. 
Since the ochre is also present in the negatives, the ochre was probably ap-
plied after the flake was removed from the axe. 
D26/43219 A heavily burned round scraper also showed red ochre-like resi-
due. The residue was observed inside the cracks that result from the heavy 
burning. The conclusion can only be that the ochre was applied after the 
scraper was burned.
2.3 Hunebed G2
2.3.1 Introduction
G2 is one of the probably 28 destroyed megaliths in the Netherlands and it is 
no longer visible above the surface. The site is situated on the ‘Glimmeres’ near 
the village of Glimmen (fig. 2.1). Hunebed G2 consisted of seven pairs of side 
stones. The length of the chamber floor was at least eleven metres. Excavation 
revealed traces of (at least) two portal stones at the entrance, and some indi-
cations of a ring of kerb stones were also present. G2 was discovered in 1966 
by amateur archaeologist J.E. Musch as a concentration of find material and 
pieces of granite on the ploughed land. Archaeological research was conducted 
by J. Lanting from the State University of Groningen in 1969 and 1970. The 
excavation revealed the extraction pits of the side stones and the floor of the 
chamber could be traced over more than eleven metres. Processing of the find 
17 Find number 1918/VIII/700; find location L137; registration number Hunebedcentrum:         
D2004-IV-170.
18 Find location G87/84.
19 Find location Z13.
•
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material enabled the identification of c. 400 TRB pots dating to Brindley hori-
�ons 2-5 and 7 (Brindley 1986). The demolition of hunebed G2 has been dat-
ed to the 10th or 11th century based on the medieval pottery that was excavated 
(Brindley 1986, 29-30). Hunebed G2 is situated close to demolished hunebed 
G3, at a distance of c. 125 m (see section 2.4). All the available material from 
hunebed G2, with a total of 896 objects, has been studied (appendix 1).
2.3.2 Technology & typomorphology
A number of artefacts found in G2 can be specifically related to flint-working 
activities: 42 cores, 19 core preparation pieces and 27 core rejuvenation pieces. 
These finds (88 pieces in total) form c. 10% of the total number of flint ob-
jects found in this hunebed. One unmodified flake displays a polished facet. It 
originates from a larger polished axe. The majority of the flint artefacts from 
G2 is made of moraine flint. Physical aspects and technological limitations 
of this flint have already been dealt with earlier. The distribution of differ-
ent kinds of cortex has been listed in table 2.12. Less than 40% of the flint 
finds from G2 have remains of cortex present. Most of these pieces show ‘old 
surface’ or weathered cortex (resp. 13,3% and 15% of the total assemblage). 
Traces of burning were observed on 38 flint objects. This comprises 4,2% of 
all flint objects from hunebed G2. Eighty-seven percent (n=783) of the flint 
assemblage was with certainty complete. These artefacts are not clearly missing 
any part due to breakage or deliberate fragmentation. Typological analysis of 
the flint finds shows that the dominant artefact types in G2 are unmodified 
flakes (58%), points (12%) and retouched pieces (6%). The retouched mate-
rial (n=49) consists largely of flakes (n=36) and blades (n=6). Border retouch 
is the most common type of retouch among these tools. The remaining flint 
artefacts include hammer stones, various scrapers, strike-a-lights/TRB-picks 
and unmodified pieces of flint.
Table 2.12: Appearance of different types of cortex in hunebed G2. 
cortex n %
absent 556 62,1%
old	surface 119 13,3%
rough,	no	chalk 75 8,4%
unsure 12 1,3%
weathered 134 15,0%
total 896
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2.3.3 Traces of use
A selection of 66 flint objects (7%) was subjected to microscopic analysis, 23 of 
which show traces of wear. Twelve pieces had no traces at all and thirty objects 
turned out not to be interpretable (table 2.13). In some cases this was caused 
by PDSM but the use wear analysis of this material was seriously complicated 
by the fact that many stones appear to be heavily scratched. This observation 
will be further explored in section 2.5.6. The 23 objects with traces of use 
showed 34 AUA’s (tables 2.14, 2.15 and 2.16). Three AUA’s show traces of 
artefact	type interpretability objects
axe traces 5
unmodified	blade not	interpretable 1
traces 1
borer not	interpretable 1
core	flakec not	interpretable 1
core	indet traces 1
unmodified	flake not	interpretable 2
no	traces 1
transverse	arrowhead not	interpretable 5
no	traces 1
traces 1
retouched	piece no	traces 1
not	interpretable 1
retouched	blade not	interpretable 5
retouched	block no	traces 1
retouched	flake not	interpretable 7
no	traces 4
traces 4
Strike-a-light not	interpretable 3
no	traces 1
traces 9
long	end	scraper not	interpretable 1
round	scraper not	interpretable 3
no	traces 1
traces 1
short	end	scraper not	interpretable 1
no	traces 1
traces 1
scraper	(type	unknown) no	traces 1
total 66
Table 2.13: Use wear selection from G2 with indication of the interpretability and number of 
artefacts with traces of use.
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hide-working. These AUA’s were found on two retouched flakes and one short 
end-scraper. In all three cases the motion was transverse. At least 14 AUA’s can 
be related to fire-making using flint and pyrite. A pointed piece of flint, in the 
case of G2 in most cases a strike-a-light, is rubbed or pounded against part of a 
nodule of pyrite to produce sparks. This activity causes specific use wear traces 
on the strike-a-light, strong rounding of the used tip and a strong overall gloss 
on the flint artefact resulting from the fine powder that is released when strik-
ing the piece of pyrite.
Eight of the 34 AUA’s of the material in hunebed G2 were located on five 
flint axes. Two of them have been interpreted as a result of wood-working. Two 
axes show traces of hafting. These two tools also show transverse traces of use. 
The contact material, however, could not be established. These traces, wood-
working and hafting are of course not surprising and to be expected when ex-
amining an axe that was used in the every-day life of a farmer, before ending 
up in a megalith.
Four AUA’s were identified on retouched flakes. All four show use in a 
transverse motion and two of these AUA’s have hide as contact material. Two 
AUA’s with traces of a transverse motion were found on one short end-scraper. 
One AUA showed traces from hide-working, the other one traces from a min-
eral contact material. These retouched flakes and scraper have been used as 
tools for hide-working, possibly scraping the hides in preparation for further 
processing to create clothing, shoes or household products.
One unmodified blade was used on cereals, in longitudinal direction. These 
traces could be related to harvesting cereals by cutting them.
Table 2.14: Cross table relating artefact type (rows) to contact material (columns). Hunebed 
G2.
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axe	(flach)	 - - - - - 1 4 5
axe	rechteck	(dünnackig) - - - - - 1 1
axe	rechteck	type	unknown - - - - - 1 1 2
unmodified	blade - - - - 1 - - 1
core	indet.	 - - 1 - - - - 1
transverse	arrowhead - - - - - - 1 1
flake	with	border	retouch 2 - - 1 - - 2 5
strike-a-light	 - 1 13 1 - - - 15
round	scraper - - - - - - 1 1
single	short	end	scraper 1 - - 1 - - - 2
total 3 1 14 3 1 2 10 34
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Table 2.15: Cross table relating artefact type (rows) to motion (columns). Hunebed G2.
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axe	(flach)	 - - 1 1 - 1 2 5
axe	rechteck	(dünnackig) - - - - - - 1 1
axe	rechteck	type	unknown - - - 1 - 1 - 2
unmodified	blade - - - - 1 - - 1
core	indet.	 - 1 - - - - - 1
transverse	arrowhead - - - - - - 1 1
flake	with	border	retouch 1 - - - - 4 - 5
strike-a-light	 - 14 - - - - 1 15
round	scraper - - - - - - 1 1
single	short	end	scraper - - - - - 2 - 2
total 1 15 1 2 1 8 6 34
Table 2.16: Cross table relating contact material (rows) to motion (columns). Hunebed G2.
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hide - - - - - 3 - 3
stone	 - 1 - - - - - 1
pyrite - 14 - - - - - 14
mineral	(unspecified) - - - - - 2 1 3
cereal - - - - 1 - - 1
wood - - 1 - - 1 - 2
unsure	 1 - - 2 - 2 5 10
total 1 15 1 2 1 8 6 34
All axes from G2 were analysed using high-power microscopy. Both micro- and 
macroscopic observations can shed light on the biography of these objects.20
G2/19621 A flat axe, length 6,2 cm, width 3,4 cm, made of fine-grained 
flint. This is part of an axe that was originally larger but broke along its 
length. It has been recycled and re-used as a smaller axe again by reshap-
ing it. It was heavily resharpened before deposition in the megalith. Some 
20 The find numbers in this section below refer to the author’s registration numbers. Original find 
numbers will be referred to in footnotes.
21 Find number 1969/x/4.
•
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unspecified traces of use, with transverse motion, are still visible in a small 
negative on the cutting edge. The axe was hafted, as is shown by very 
bright spots of friction gloss on one side.
G2/19722 A flat axe, 10,3 cm long and 5 cm wide. This axe used to be part 
of a larger axe which has broken along its length. It has been recycled by 
reshaping it to enable use as a smaller axe again. The surface is remarkably 
rough.
G2/19823 A flint axe with rectangular cross section. The length is 11,3 cm; 
the width is 6,3 cm. The axe shows traces of use along the cutting edge 
(polish, rounding and edge-damage). The contact material was possibly 
wood. Various spots of friction gloss on the lower half of one side of the 
axe indicate that it was hafted. The cutting edge shows multiple resharpen-
ing facets.
G2/19924 The butt-end of a thick-bladed, thin butted old-type axe, length 
5,4 cm, width 3 cm, made of fine-grained flint. Also the butt shows traces 
of polishing. The axe has been heavily flaked. One corner shows traces of 
battering.
G2/20025 A small, partly polished flint axe, length 4,6 cm, width 2,8 
cm, made of fine-grained flint. On one side the cutting edge shows some 
rounding and use-polish. On the other side, one protruding point shows 
traces that look like use as strike-a-light but this interpretation is unsure. 
Some flakes are missing from the axe and intentional flaking is a possibil-
ity. Some unidentified white residue of unknown origin is present on this 
axe. This could however be chalk used to draw the piece for the initial 
publication; more pieces from G2 show white chalk along edges and on 
retouch for this reason.
Table 2.17: Overview of the secondary treatment of the axes from G2. Reg. no. refers to 
author’s registration numbers.
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22 Find number 1969/x/28.  
23 Find number 1969/x/4.  
24 Find number 1969/x/1.  
25 Find number 1969/x/200.098.  
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Table 2.17 lists any remarkable secondary treatment of the axes from G2 
that took place prior to deposition. Unlike the axes from D26, not all the axes 
from G2 show traces of some kind of secondary treatment: only two of the five 
flint axes. One axe has clearly been resharpened after use, but before deposi-
tion. Although one other axe shows multiple facets of resharpening, it could 
not be determined with certainty that the resharpening took place after the last 
‘regular’ use of the axe. One axe has been heavily flaked, from the cutting edge 
down, leaving only the remaining butt-end, with many flake negatives.
Residue
Three objects from the flint assemblage of hunebed G2 show some kind of 
residue. These artefacts are:
G2/12626 One strike-a-light with traces of use on both ends shows some 
unspecified red residue.
G2/18827 A small flake showed one little spot of red residue, possibly red 
ochre.
G2/20028 As has been mentioned in the previous section, one of the axes 
from G2 shows white residue. This could be the remains of chalk used to 
draw the object for the original publication.
2.4 Hunebed G3
2.4.1 Introduction
G3 is also a destroyed hunebed. Its stones disappeared a long time ago and 
nowadays no remains are visible above the surface. G3 was originally situated 
on the ‘Glimmeres’ near the village of Glimmen (see fig. 2.1) at a distance of 
c. 125 m from hunebed G2. Hunebed G3 consisted of two pairs of side stones 
and two end stones and G3 is therefore considered as the “shortest megalith in 
the Netherlands”. The location of G3 was discovered by J.E. Musch in 1966, 
together with G2. He observed a concentration of find material and pieces of 
granite on the ploughed land and he identified the site as the probable loca-
tion of a destroyed megalith. G3 was excavated by J. Lanting from the State 
University of Groningen in 1971 (Brindley 1983; Van Ginkel et al. 2005, 193). 
The excavation revealed the extraction pits of the side stones and end stones. 
The find material consists of sherds of 33 individual TRB pots and one small 
flask that dates to the oldest TRB phases. Outside the chamber of G3, but 
within the alleged area of the former covering mound, a hoard with TRB pot-
tery was discovered (Brindley 1983). Based on pottery finds, the destruction of 
G3 probably took place in the 10th or 11th century AD (Brindley 1983, 214). 
26 Find number 807/10.026 and 1969/x9.    
27 Find number 807/10212.55.  
28 Find number 1969/x/200.098.  
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2.4.2 Technology & typomorphology
The entire flint assemblage from hunebed G3 was studied and described, 58 
pieces in total (Appendix 1). Among these finds, four cores and one core re-
juvenation piece have been identified. These finds could be interpreted as re-
mains from flint-working activities at the site of G3. These five finds make up 
9% of the flint finds from G3. Similar to the other sites that have been de-
scribed above, the majority of the flint artefacts found in G3 were made from 
locally available raw material: the moraine flint. Less than 25% of the flint 
finds from G3 show remains of cortex. Most of these pieces have a weathered 
cortex (19% of the total assemblage, table 2.18), which can be explained by the 
raw material that was used. The study of the flint finds from G3 revealed that 
three pieces show traces of burning. This is 5,2% of all the flint finds from this 
site. Analysis of the degree of fragmentation of the flint artefacts results in the 
observation that 43 artefacts (74%) are with certainty complete (they are not 
obviously missing any part due to breakage or fragmentation).
Table 2.18: Appearance of different types of cortex in hunebed G3.
cortex n %
absent 44 75,9%
old	surface 2 3,4%
rough,	no	chalk 1 1,7%
weathered 11 19,0%
total 58
Unmodified flakes (57%) and points (17%) are the dominant tool types; 
other artefact types like hammer stones and scrapers are only present in very 
small numbers. Two unmodified flakes have a polished facet. They originate 
from larger polished axes. One complete flint axe with a rectangular cross sec-
tion was found in G3 (length 10 cm, width 4,3 cm). This axe shows traces of 
wood-working and hafting. It has been resharpened.
2.4.3 Traces of use
Twelve flint objects (21% of the assemblage) were subjected to microscopic 
analysis. Four of them show traces of wear, two artefacts had no traces at all 
and six objects turned out not to be interpretable (table 2.19). The use wear 
analysis of this material is complicated by the fact that many stones appear to 
be heavily scratched causing them to be not interpretable. The observation 
of these scratches will be further explored in section 2.5.6. The four objects 
with traces of use showed five AUA’s but the results are quite poor (table 2.20, 
2.21 and 2.22). The scarce details worth mentioning are that one transverse 
arrowhead shows unspecified transverse traces, as well as one round scraper. 
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Table 2.20: Cross table relating artefact type (rows) to contact material (colums). Hunebed G3.
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unmodified	blade	 1 - 1
transverse	arrowhead 3 - 3
round	scraper	 - 1 1
total 4 1 5
Table 2.21: Cross table relating artefact type (rows) to motion (colums). Hunebed G3.
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unmodified	blade	 - 1 1
transverse	arrowhead 2 1 3
round	scraper	 1 - 1
total 3 2 5
Table 2.22: Cross table relating contact material (rows) to motion (colums). Hunebed G3.
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unsure	 2 2 4
unspecified	hard	material 1 - 1
total 3 2 5
Table 2.19: Use wear selection from G3 with indication of the interpretability and number of 
artefacts with traces of use.
artefact	type interpretability objects
unmodified	blade not	interpretable 1
no	traces 1
traces 1
unmodified	flake not	interpretable 3
no	traces 1
transverse	arrowhead not	interpretable 2
traces 2
round	scraper traces 1
total 12
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Additionally, one core shows macroscopic (and microscopic) battering traces. 
The hard contact material could indicate use as a hammerstone, a retouchoir 
or to crush a mineral material. 
Two objects from the flint assemblage of hunebed G3 show some kind of 
residue. These artefacts are:
G3/03129 One spot of strange and unidentified green residue observed on 
the lateral edge of one of the transverse arrowheads. 
G3/04730 One spot of unspecified red residue observed on the surface of 
one blade from G3.
2.5 Discussion
This section will integrate the descriptions of the separate hunebedden that 
have been presented in the first part of this chapter. The technological and 
typological aspects of the assemblages and the results of use wear analyses will 
be discussed one by one. A separate section will deal with the biographies and 
treatment of the flint axes from D26 and G2. This chapter will conclude with 
the discussion of very remarkable traces that have been observed on a substan-
tial part of the flint objects.
2.5.1 Technology
The aim of this research is to study the flint finds from megalithic monuments 
in their totality. Including all flint finds from a selection of sites provides the 
opportunity to look beyond (only) the formal tools and to regard all the flint 
finds as one assemblage. In this way we not only describe typological aspects of 
the flint artefacts but also consider a technological angle.
Raw material
Most of the material has been identified as moraine flint. This is, in fact, flint of 
northern (Scandinavian) origin transported to Drenthe by glacier activity dur-
ing the last ice age. In chemical terms, this flint is completely similar to fine-
grained ‘northern flint’ that can still be found near the sources in Scandinavia. 
The transport by glacier, however, has left its marks on the moraine flint that 
is found locally in Drenthe (Beuker 2010, 16). It caused larger nodules of flint 
to break into smaller bits and it caused a very rough (new) ‘outside’ on the 
nodules which were probably exposed on the surface for thousands of years 
after the end of the ice age (see also the section ‘Cortex’ below). In many cases 
the flint found in Drenthe also shows many internal fractures, impeding good 
 
 
 
 
29 Find number 808/2.0 and 1971/IV 63.2.     
30 Find number 808/15.0 and 1971/IV 63.15.     
•
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and planned flint-knapping because the response of the material when struck 
is less predictable than when using a completely homogeneous core. Core re-
duction in a more ad-hoc fashion is the result of this feature. The smaller nod-
ules reduce the si�e of artefacts that could be made with locally collected flint. 
Although the moraine flint is clearly of an inferior quality, it was the only raw 
material that was locally available to the TRB people.
Cortex
A comparison of the cortex present on the flint artefacts from D19, D26, 
G2 and G3 is made in table 2.23. On average, almost 40% of the flint finds 
has remains of cortex. The dominant types of cortex are ‘old surface’ and 
weathered cortex (14,9% and 14,7% respectively). These types of cortex are 
consistent with the attributes of moraine flint described above. The weath-
ered and roughened pieces were the nodules that TRB people picked up for 
their flint-knapping and artefact production.	 	 	
Table 2.23: Appearance of different types of cortex in the four megaliths studied.  
Top: absolute; bottom: relative.
cortex D19 D26 G2 G3 Total
absent 136 629 556 44 1365
old	surface 35 175 119 2 331
rough,	no	chalk 31 57 75 1 164
rough	with	chalk 3 - - - 3
unsure 1 13 12 - 26
weathered 63 118 134 11 326
total 269 992 896 58 2215
cortex D19 D26 G2 G3 Total
absent 50,6% 63,4% 62,1% 75,9% 61,6%
old	surface 13,0% 17,6% 13,3% 3,4% 14,9%
rough,	no	chalk 11,5% 5,7% 8,4% 1,7% 7,4%
rough	with	chalk 1,1% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,1%
unsure 0,4% 1,3% 1,3% 0,0% 1,2%
weathered 23,4% 11,9% 15,0% 19,0% 14,7%
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Burning
A small number of pieces within the flint assemblages show traces of burning 
or heating (see table 2.24). There is some variation, but in all cases the burned 
flint forms only a small part of the material varying between 3% and 5% (av-
erage: 3,9%). There is no relation between the si�e of the artefacts and the 
percentage that shows traces of burning. It is not clear what meaning should 
be given to these burned artefacts. This low percentage may very well indicate 
flint lying around or inside the hunebed which accidentally got burned. It is 
clearly not comparable to the situation in some of the megalithic monuments 
in northern Europe in which a dense layer of crushed and burned flint, some-
times up to 25 cm thick, in some cases mixed with particles of charcoal, lies 
upon the chamber floor. This phenomenon, probably involving a large fire set 
in the chamber of a megalith, is described more elaborately in section 4.6.1.
Table 2.24: Number and percentage of burned flint material for each hunebed.
hunebed n %	of	total
D19 8 3,0%
D26 45 4,5%
G2 38 4,2%
G3 43 5,2%
average 134 3,9%
Fragmentation
The degree of completeness was recorded for all flint artefacts from the sites 
that were studied (table 2.25). The percentage of complete pieces differs per 
site, between 67,3% (D26) and 92,6% (D19). 
Several factors can be responsible for these percentages of broken 
artefacts: 
During flint-knapping some flakes and blades break in two pieces. This 
happens when the core is struck hard, something which also happens rela-
tively often when using moraine flint, a raw material that has many inter-
nal cracks.
•
Table 2.25: Number and percentage of complete pieces for each hunebed.
hunebed n %	of	total
D19 249 92,6%
D26 668 67,3%
G2 783 87,4%
G3 43 74,1%
average 1743 78,7%
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Artefacts can be broken intentionally prior to deposition in the hunebed. 
Numerous examples of practices involving intentional destruction are 
known from prehistoric archaeology.
Artefacts may have broken due to trampling inside the chamber in prehis-
tory. A hunebed was in use for a long time and was revisited and re-used 
many times.
More recent post-depositional influences may be the cause of breakage, for 
instance ploughing of the site. Ploughing may cause breakage but can also 
disperse smaller objects away from the site.
Excavation methods can also be an important factor. The excavation strat-
egy decides what objects are to be recovered, for example by sieving sedi-
ments from the chamber or not. Smaller pieces of flint are usually thinner 
and may therefore break more easily.
For the sites listed in table 2.21 it can be stated that all assemblages are for the 
majority not fragmented although the diagnostic value of this obervation is 
limited because the majority of the material consists of flakes. The percentage 
of fragmentation can possibly be ascribed to artefacts breaking during flint-
knapping or trampling inside the chamber. There are no indications that in-
tentional destruction was involved except for some flint axes that have clearly 
been flaked intentionally. This phenomenon will be further explored in section 
2.5.5. The varying percentages can be explained in terms of excavation meth-
ods involved. D19 was excavated relatively early, in 1912. Standard excava-
tion procedure at the time did not include sieving of sediments and in many 
cases only the larger sherds and objects were collected. This explains the high 
percentage of complete objects in this site. The megaliths G2 and G3 were de-
stroyed in the Middle Ages and on discovery the site was in use as farmland. In 
fact, both sites were discovered as a concentration of flint artefacts and small 
pieces of stone on the ploughed field. This indicates that quite a lot dispersal 
had taken place. D26 is the only intact monument that has been excavated 
with modern methods, probably making this percentage of fragmentation the 
most representative.
2.5.2 Typology
As table 2.26 and the graph in figure 2.5 show, by far the dominant category 
of artefacts is unmodified flakes (average 53% of total assemblage) for all four 
assemblages.31 Points (arrowheads) form the second most common tool type. 
This category consists almost exclusively (99%) of transverse arrowheads.32 
Spatial analysis of G2 (Brindley 1986, fig. 5) has shown that in this hunebed 
31 A complete overview of the typological data is found in Appendix 1.           
32 Of the 266 arrowheads, 264 are transverse arrowheads. Two arrowheads are classified as ‘type              
unknown’.
•
•
•
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the arrowheads are not evenly distributed. When plotted in the lay-out of the 
chamber and in a grid of 1x1 m it becomes clear that some squares are com-
pletely empty while others contain up to eleven arrowheads (see fig. 2.4).33
When speaking of arrowheads, we should realise that in many cases these 
may actually represent complete arrows. The organic parts, wood and feathers, 
are not recovered and the only part we find is the arrowhead itself. The com-
plete arrow represents much more skill and investment of time than only the 
creation of the flint arrowhead which, in the case of a transverse arrowhead, 
can be done in a few seconds. 
Table 2.26: Overview of the dominant artefact categories within the assemblages studied.
D19 unmodified	flakes	(48%) points	(10%) blades	(7%)
D26 unmodified	flakes	(50%) points	(12%) blocks	(9%)
G2 unmodified	flakes	(58%) points	(12%) retouched	pieces	(6%)
G3 unmodified	flakes	(57%)	 points	(17%) (no	other	type	dominant)
33 The differences in certain areas are very high: a square containing no arrowheads at all can be 
situated immediately next to a square with the highest number of eleven arrowheads.
Figure 2.4: Distribution of transverse arrowheads in hunebed G2. From: Brindley 1986, fig. 5.
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2.5.3 Use wear analysis
Several different contact materials are represented in the results of the use wear 
analyses (see table 2.23). It is clear that tools used for a variety of activities 
are present in the hunebedden. Unfortunately in most cases it was not always 
possible to specify the character of these activities. Certainly scraping hide, 
harvesting cereals, making fire (with a strike-a-light and pyrite) and wood-
working (using an axe) are represented. As table 2.27 shows, not all different 
activities have been identified in the material from each hunebed. The contact 
material “plant” contains mainly traces of siliceous plants or cereal. Most of the 
traces of anorganic material concern traces of pyrite.
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Figure 2.5: The typological composition of 
hunebedden D19, D26, G2 and G3.
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Table 2.27: The main types of contact material and the number of AUA’s of each material 
given for each hunebed studied.
D19 D26 G2 G3 total
animal 2 - 3 - 5
anorganic 5 - 18 - 23
plant 6 1 3 - 10
other/unsure/unspec. 13 3 10 5 31
total 26 4 34 5 69
2.5.4 Indications for flint-working in the megaliths
In this research special attention has been given to flint artefacts that have 
a direct relation with flint-working. Artefact types like cores, core rejuvena-
tion pieces and core preparation pieces are typical products of flint-working 
activity. These pieces have a distinct role in the reduction sequence: core prep-
aration/decortication, core rejuvenation and the left-over cores as last stage. 
Combining these objects into one category, it is striking that these indications 
of flint-working seem to be equally represented in the assemblages from all four 
hunebedden: c. 10% of the complete assemblage (see table 2.28). The observa-
tion that these obvious products of flint-working are present in the megalithic 
flint assemblages can be linked to the large amount of unmodified flakes found 
(average 53%; see table 2.26). Unmodified flakes are also a result of reduction 
of a core, in fact, the most common result.
Table 2.28: Representation of finds related to flint-working.
hunebed n %	of	site	total
D19 28 9,6%
D26 95 10,4%
G2 88 10,2%
G3 5 11,6%
average 216 10,5%
2.5.5 Axes and biography
Flint axes from all four megaliths were macroscopically as well as microscopi-
cally studied for the use wear analysis. This revealed traces of three different 
activities that probably took place after the axe was used for the more com-
mon purposes such as wood-working: resharpening, flaking and battering (ta-
ble 2.29). 
Many of the axes studied show traces of resharpening by grinding the cut-
ting edge again. For some axes this resharpening was the last phase before 
deposition in the hunebed (see fig. 2.6). The traces of use were still vaguely 
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visible, or only in the scars of use retouch at the cutting edge. This means that 
resharpening the axe was the last in a series of activities, including e.g. wood-
working, before the axe was deposited in the chamber of a hunebed. Traces of 
previous use were (almost completely) removed and the tool was made sharp 
and ready for use again. A possible explanation could be that a deceased was 
supposed to need his axe in the afterlife, hence a sharp and ready-to-use tool 
(although not brand-new) would be welcome.
Four axes show traces of heavy flaking leaving many flake scars on the re-
maining part of the axe. This could very well be the result of an intentional 
destruction of the axe, making it unusable as such. A more pragmatic explana-
tion, however, would consider the axes as small flint cores of high quality flint, 
often fine-grained with relatively few impurities, and with ideal angles to start 
producing flakes and/or blades without much preparation of a platform. So 
called ‘axe flakes’, flakes with a polished facet that originally were part of a flint 
axe, are common finds in the megaliths (see fig. 2.7). In other contexts, howev-
Table 2.29: Overview of the secondary treatment of the axes from D19, D26 and G2  
prior to deposition in the megalith. Reg. no. refers to author’s registration numbers.
hunebed reg.	no. resharpened	after	use flaked/core
battered/	
hammer	stone
D19 1 x
D19 4 x
D19 6 x
D19 7 x
D19 8 x
D19 9 x
D19 10 x
D19 11 x
D19 12 x
D19 13 x
D19 14 x
D26 852 x
D26 853 x
D26 854 ? x
D26 864 ? x
D26 869 ? x x
D26 887 ? x
G2 196 x
G2 197
G2 198
G2 199 x
G2 200
G3 58 x
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er, these finds are very scarce. Differentiation between these two explanations is 
very difficult but one remarkable axe from D19 is noteworthy in this respect: 
four fragments of the same large axe were found in this hunebed (see fig. 2.3). 
This axe was much larger than the other axes from megaliths, the si�e of which 
one would expect in a hoard rather than in a megalith. The axe was first heav-
ily burned and then flaked in an uncontrolled and brutal way. This treatment 
has nothing to do with its use as a potential source of flint and heavy burning 
reduces the quality of the flint dramatically. This practice more likely points to 
intentional destruction of this axe. This exceptional case, however, cannot sup-
port conclusions on the treatment of flint axes in hunebedden in general.
Two of the flint axes are heavily battered. These traces on the butt-end sug-
gest the axes were (secondarily) used as hammer stone/retouchoir in flintknap-
ping. Another possibility is that these artefacts were used to crush some kind 
of hard (mineral) material.
Figure 2.6: Multiple resharpening zones as observed on an axe from 
hunebed D19. From: Van Gijn 2010, fig. 6.8; photograph: K. Wentink.
Figure 2.7: Two axe flakes from hunebed G2. Scale 2:3. From: Brindley 1986, fig. 25; 
drawing: H.R. Roelink, Groningen Institute for Archaeology.
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2.5.6 Scratching the stones?
During this research, unusual macroscopic traces were observed on a substan-
tial number of the flint artefacts from three of the four megaliths studied. At 
least 290 pieces from D19, G2 and G3 (table 2.30) show remarkable parallel 
scratches on the surface of the stones. Since this phenomenon was first recog-
nised half-way through the research, it is not possible to present an in-depth 
analysis with reliable percentages per site as well as detailed mapping of loca-
tion (dorsal/ventral) and direction of the scratches. This may, however, very 
well be the starting point for further research into this matter. All quantities 
presented in this section should be considered as minimum numbers.
hunebed n
D19 4
G2 275
G3 11
total 290
Table 2.30: Minimum number of artefacts with parallel scratches per site.
The scratches are parallel to a certain degree (fig. 2.8a) and can present 
several directions on one surface. These ‘�ones’ with different directions can 
overlap each other creating a cross hatching of scratches, although often not at 
an angle of exactly 90 degrees (fig. 2.8b, 2,8c and 2.8d). The scratches follow 
the curve of the surface through flake scars on the dorsal side. The fact that the 
scratches often do not cover the entire object and have multiple directions but 
always very parallel indicates that they do not result from post-depositional 
processes. 
The possibility of some unknown post-excavation treatment as expla-
nation for these traces has also been considered. This interpretation can be 
ruled out because hunebed D19 was excavated by Holwerda (State Museum 
of Antiquities) in 1912 and G2 was excavated by Lanting (State University of 
Groningen) in 1969 and 1970, as well as G3 in 1971. The same scratches were 
observed on flint material from the stone cist of Diever (hunebed D52a, exca-
vated by Van Giffen in 1927) when studied by Van Gijn, although not further 
interpreted at the time and not published until recently (Van Gijn 2010, 134-
135). These four sites were excavated by different excavators from different 
institutes at different moments, and yet they all display the same traces.
The phenomenon of scratching flint artefacts seems not to be limited to 
certain artefact types or categories. Many different types are represented in-
cluding formal tools like transverse arrowheads and strike-a-lights, as well as 
more ‘technological’ items like cores and core rejuvenation pieces. By far the 
dominant type of scratched artefacts are the unmodified flakes (62,1%). This 
is, however, not surprising since unmodified flakes represent 53% of the total 
assemblage (see section 2.5.2). Remarkably missing from this list are the axes 
(table 2.31).
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Figure 2.8: Scratches on flint artefacts from hunebed G2, taken with a stereo microscope. a. clear parallel scratches on 
the surface, find number 397; b. scratches in two different directions, crossing each other in the middle section, find 
number 38; c. find number 400; d. detail of cross hatching pattern on the surface of find number 400.
Figure 2.9: Length distribution of the 290 artefacts for which the presence of parallel scratches was 
recorded (black), in relation to the total assemblages of D19, G2 and G3 (n=1223) (black+grey).
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To some extent the si�e of an object seems relevant in the choice of objects 
that have been scratched (see fig. 2.9). Items smaller than 1,1 cm were not 
selected for this treatment, possibly for the practical reason that holding and 
scratching an object smaller than 1 cm is very hard. None of the largest pieces 
shows these traces either: the largest piece is 9,5 cm although the largest piece 
of the entire assemblage measures 19,8 cm. This can be explained by the fact 
that the very few objects with a length greater than 9,5 cm are nearly all flint 
axes. This, again, underlines that flint axes were not subjected to this practice.
Experiments
The scratches observed on the pieces from the megaliths consist of single lines. 
This suggests that, instead of a back-and forth rubbing-like motion on the 
same place, the different strokes were carefully placed next to each other, one 
by one. Some preliminary experiments have been done to attempt to recon-
struct the practice that caused these typical scratches.
brushing flint with a hard brush (simulating rough post-excavation clean-
ing of the finds)
grinding with sand (simulating a possible grinding technique, or the re-
moval of sand during cleaning after excavation in a scrubbing motion)
•
•
Table 2.31: Overview of the artefact types that 
show parallel (or cross hatched) scratches.
artefact	type n
unmodified	flake 180
unmodified	blade 17
retouched	flake 13
retouched	blade 3
core 10
core	preparation	flake 4
core	rejuvenation	piece 13
borer 1
hammer	stone 1
transverse	arrowhead 27
long	end	scraper 1
round	scraper 2
short	end	scraper 3
strike-a-light 5
TRB-pick	(pointed) 1
TRB-pick	(rounded) 1
other 8
total 290
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grinding with crushed flint and water (simulating a possible grinding 
technique)
scratching with a pointed piece of flint
Of these possibilities the last option, scratching with a pointed piece of flint, 
creates traces that resemble the archaeological traces best. The conclusion is 
that this was most probably the method used to create the scratches on the 
flint artefacts.
Interpretation
The remarkable and unique traces observed among the flint assemblages of 
several Dutch megaliths are clearly the result of deliberate scratching by hu-
mans. The distribution and nature of the scratches rules out post depositional 
influences. The differences between the excavated sites where the traces were 
observed exclude the possibility of destructive post-excavation treatment like 
harsh brushing of the artefacts. The exact circumstances of this special treat-
ment of flint by TRB people are not clear and its meaning will remain un-
known for now, but this should be one of the focal points of further research 
into Dutch megaliths. Could traces of this phenomenon be discovered in more 
than just these four megaliths?
•
•
Figure 2.10: Artist’s impression of a man scratching flint in front of a hunebed. From: Van Gijn 2010, fig. 7.4; 
drawing: M. Oberendorf, Faculty of Archaeology, Leiden University.
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Chapter 3
Literature survey into other Dutch 
megaliths
3.1 Introduction
This chapter will present the results of a limited literature survey comprising 
eleven megaliths that were published and publicly available (fig. 3.1). The aim 
of this survey was to create a secondary data-set to compare and contrast the 
primary data-set from the flint assemblages from hunebedden D19, D26, G2 
and G3 as presented in the previous chapter. An attempt will be made to inte-
grate both data-sets, shedding some light on the representativity of the primary 
data-set. It must be noted that this survey is limited and far from complete. 
The aim, however, was not to include every possible publication with infor-
mation on flint from hunebedden but to create a secondary data-set next to 
the data from the assemblages that were physically examined. Also, not all the 
information from the publications will be reproduced. Records will be lim-
ited to a short description of the construction of the megalith, a summary of 
the research history only mentioning excavations and an overview of the flint 
Figure 3.1: Map of the northern Netherlands with the locations of the hunebedden included in 
the literature survey discussed in this chapter. Map: K. Wentink.
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finds from the site as could be distilled from the literature. The publications 
on hunebedden have been selected randomly, including as many reports of re-
search in hunebedden as possible in a limited time span. 
At this point it should be stressed that it is rarely possible to retrieve other 
than quantitative typological data, i.e. how many objects of which types have 
been found. Many other aspects, such as the number of burned objects, are 
not mentioned in the publications. Therefore it is impossible to compare these 
variables.
The comparison between the different sites is further hampered by the issue 
of varying typological designations. Different tool types may be defined differ-
ently in various publications and have been given different names: Different 
people classify artefacts differently. For example, the distinction between a 
strike-a-light and a ‘TRB-pick’ and also the boundaries between a scraper, re-
touched flake and a flake with retouch are not always rigid and clear.
3.2 Results
Name D6a Tinaarlo (municipality of Vries)
Description Destroyed hunebed. The extraction pits of ten standing 
stones were recorded in the excavation, as well as approxi-
mately one third of the chamber floor. A remarkable struc-
ture of wooden posts was discovered, with the same orien-
tation as the megalith.
Research history Excavated by Van Giffen in 1928 and published in 1944 
(Van Giffen 1944). Excavation data were reviewed and re-
interpreted by Brindley (et al. 2001/2002).
Flint finds Flint finds include fifteen transverse arrowheads, two 
scrapers (one on an axe flake) and two complete flint axes 
with rectangular cross section and two larger fragments of 
axes. One burned butt-end of an axe was found near the 
entrance of the megalith. Among the flint finds five strike-
a-lights (or TRB-picks/‘bikkels’) were also present. 
Other flint finds include two blade fragments (one on an 
axe fragment), one retouched blade, one truncated blade, 
as well as three smaller fragments of flint axes. One of these 
fragments was clearly reground. A number of unmodified 
flakes was found, of which two could be refitted. Nine pos-
sible cores were identified, one of which used to be a ground 
flint axe. Eight pieces (not formal tools) show retouch.
One probable sickle fragment has been published, but is 
very unsure.
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Remarks This megalith was originally labelled D6e and D6f by Van 
Giffen, assuming he was dealing with two separate mega-
liths. Brindley et al. propose renaming as D6a.
A complete axe of white, fine-grained stone was also 
discovered.
Literature Van Giffen 1944 (first excavation report); Brindley et al. 
2001/2002 (re-evaluation).
Name D9 Annen (municipality of Aa en Hun�e, formerly 
Anloo)
Description Hunebed D9 consisted of four pairs of side stones, two end 
stones and a portal consisting of one pair of stones. Half of 
the construction has been destroyed; the other half is still 
visible.
Research history Hunebed D9 was excavated in 1952 by Van Giffen & 
Lanting. However, it was not published as an article un-
til 1988 by De Groot who studied the excavation data 
for his doctoral thesis. Initially only small-scale research 
was planned to locate the position of the missing side 
stones but the publication shows an almost full scale ex-
cavation. The excavation was finished with great haste be-
cause the remaining stones of the hunebed were unstable. 
The finds give a fairly good impression of the flint that 
has been present in hunebed D9. However, it is clear that 
not all artefacts were carefully collected during excava-
tion. First of all, the sediments from the chamber were not 
sieved so the smaller finds are under-represented. Another 
signal that shows that the data-set should be treated care-
fully is the fact that a villager is known to have found an 
axe on the spoil heap.
Van Giffen believed that D9 contained two chamber floors. 
De Groot, however, contradicts this and suggests that the 
fist layer of stones may be the result of the collapse of dry-
stone walling and packing stones.
The finds were not collected in grid squares, making study 
of finds distribution impossible. The chamber fill was dis-
turbed relatively heavily, as is shown by post-TRB sherds 
that were found  at the lowest level of the chamber fill.
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Flint finds In total 75 pieces of flint were found, of which 55 were 
‘more or less worked’. These flint finds include eleven 
transverse arrowheads, one of which was made on a flake 
from a polished axe.
Other flint finds include one core preparation blade, one 
axe-making flake of Helgoland flint, two complete axes 
with rectangular cross section, one half axe with oval cross 
section and one large axe fragment with a heavily retouched 
cutting-edge part.
One sickle blade is retouched and shows sickle gloss on 
both sides. De Groot mentions one chisel with rectangu-
lar cross section that has been reworked into a pick. An 
alternative explanation is that the battering-traces on the 
butt-end are the result of 1) use of the (broken?) chisel as a 
wedge, a hammer stone being used to force it into a piece 
of wood or 2) use of the remainder as a hammer stone. 
One piece of unworked flint shows traces of burning; the 
only piece in the entire assemblage (n=75).
Remarks Other finds include a complete axe of (possibly) siltstone 
with rectangular cross section, one amber bead and four 
beads of jet.
Literature De Groot 1988.
Name D30 Exloo
Description D30 is a megalith consisting of four pairs of side stones, 
two end stones and, nowadays, two capstones. The en-
trance is formed by a pair of portal stones. The length of 
D30 is approximately 7,5 m. The floor of the chamber was 
discovered to be largely intact when excavated in 1918.
Research history D30 was excavated by Van Giffen in 1918. The surrounding 
two-phase mound was almost entirely excavated to the un-
disturbed subsoil.  The chamber floor, made of small stones, 
and the chamber fill were discovered to be relatively undis-
turbed. One profile was re-opened for inspection in 1985. 
During the excavation of Van Giffen, the removed sedi-
ments were most probably not sieved. However, this is not 
mentioned in publications discussing D30.
Flint finds The 30 flint finds include one transverse arrowhead, one 
small scraper with retouch along two sides and a flake with 
some retouch near the distal end.
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Literature Brindley 1991/1992, 123-140.
Name D32a Odoorn (Westeres)
Description Megalith D32a was destroyed in the 1850’s and 60’s and 
the site is in very bad condition. Excavation revealed that 
the monument originally consisted of eight pairs of side 
stones and the chamber had a length of approximately 12 
m.
Research history Excavation in 1983 by the State University of Groningen. 
Sediments were sieved through an 8 mm mesh. 
Flint finds 782 flint artefacts were recovered during excavation; four-
teen objects were discovered prior to excavation. The ex-
cavation revealed one remarkable concentration of finds: 
six arrowheads, a small blade, a scraper and a sickle blade 
were found close together. One of the arrowheads as well 
as the sickle blade was made from a fragment of a polished 
flint axe.
Other flint finds include 77 arrowheads, five scrapers, a 
flint axe, nine strike-a-lights (or ‘TRB picks’), three ham-
mer stones, twelve blades and 333 flakes. 346 pieces of 
unmodified flint were also among the finds.
Literature Taayke 1985.
Name D32c Odoorn (Noorderveld)
Description This small megalith was destroyed and the site is in bad 
condition. Excavation revealed extraction pits of four pairs 
of side stones and part of the chamber floor. The length 
was approximately 5 m.
Research history D32c was excavated in 1984 by the State University of 
Groningen. The sediments that were removed have been 
sieved through an 8mm mesh.
Flint finds The exact numbers of flint finds were not published for 
this site. The publication mentions ‘some dozens of trans-
verse arrowheads, some “bikkels” (strike-a-lights/TRB-picks) 
and hammer stones, and a large number of flakes’. No axes at 
all were discovered during the excavation.
Literature Taayke 1985.
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Name D32d Odoorn (Noorderveld)
Description D32a is a destroyed megalith and the site was in bad condi-
tion. Excavation revealed the location of three pairs of side 
stones and two end stones.
Research history D32d was excavated in 1984 by the State University of 
Groningen. The sediments that were removed were sieved 
through an 8 mm mesh.
Flint finds The flint finds from D32d consist predominantly of  flakes 
(exact number however unknown). The total number of 
flint finds is 600. These finds include 95 arrowheads, two 
scrapers, two axe fragments and nine strike-a-lights. Nine 
of the arrowheads have possibly been made out of one flint 
axe.
Literature Taayke 1985.
Name D40 Emmerveld/Valtherbos (municipality of Emmen)
Description Hunebed D40 had limited dimensions (the length of the 
foundation pit was 6,5 m) and consisted of two pairs of 
sides tones, two end stones and two capstones. A substan-
tial mound was still in place and also excavated. This re-
vealed the presence of three different phases in the mound. 
According to Brindley (1991/1992, 116) the chamber was 
cleared before the second phase of the mound was added.
Research history D40 was excavated by Van Giffen in 1918. Supplementary 
fieldwork was carried out in 1921. In 1987 three profiles 
were re-inspected. The chamber floor was found to be 
partly destroyed but in places still present. Artefacts were 
recovered from the chamber, but also from the mound 
covering this hunebed and from several (deposition?) pits 
situated around the hunebed or dug into the mound. 
The sediments that were removed when digging the ex-
cavation-trenches were not sieved. Consequently the 
smaller objects present in the hunebed will be strongly 
under-represented.
Flint finds Among the finds are three flint objects: one heavily dam-
aged flint axe, one blade with steep retouch on both sides 
and one unmodified large flake.
Literature Brindley 1991/1992, 101-123.
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Name D42 Emmeresch (municipality of Emmen)
Description D42 is one of the longer megaliths in the Netherlands 
(length approximately 17 m). It originally consisted of 21 
side stones and nine or ten capstones. It also had three 
pairs of portal stones, a unique feature among the Dutch 
megaliths.
Research history D42 has never been systematically excavated. Some re-
search by Van Giffen preceded the restoration of the mon-
ument in 1960. In 1965 he uncovered the extraction pits 
of three pairs of portal stones, a unique feature among the 
Dutch megaliths.
A number of finds (almost exclusively pottery; 2132 piec-
es) were recovered during unspecified digging activities in 
the megalith in 1977 and these finds were not recorded 
accurately.
Flint finds One blade-fragment, one flake and one ‘trape�ium’, found 
during unspecified ‘digging activities’ in 1977.
Literature Unpublished; registration  of finds with the State Service 
for Archaeological Investigations.
Name G1 Noordlaren
Description Hunebed G1 had largely disappeared: only five upright 
stones were still in place in 1957. Excavation showed that 
the hunebed originally consisted of twelve upright stones.
Research history G1 was excavated in 1957 under direction of Van Giffen. 
He excavated approximately 75% of the chamber of the 
megalith, and about 30% of the surrounding mound. The 
results were published by Bakker in 1982/83. The excava-
tors concluded that the chamber fill and floor have largely 
been destroyed by relatively recent digging activities. The 
sediments were not sieved during excavation. Removal of 
the soil was done fairly quickly, limiting the chances of re-
covering find material. 
Recovering the finds was largely done by students when 
dumping the soil and by volunteer school children and vis-
itors. Even a complete flint axe was discovered in the spoil 
heap this way.
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Flint finds The flint finds from G1 include eleven transverse arrow-
heads of triangular and rectangular shape. One flint axe 
(length 8,5 cm) with rectangular cross-section shows re-
mains of cortex and traces of heavy impact. Three flint 
hammer stones. Four strike-a-lights (or TRB-picks). One 
burned fragment of a flint dagger (dated to Bell Beaker 
period). Other flint finds include 75 pieces (‘flakes and 
waste’).
Remarks One large pit in front of the entrance of the megalith was 
interpreted as a TRB flat grave. This feature will be dis-
cussed later on and the finds from this pit have not been 
included in this description of the assemblage of G1.
Other finds include two (possible) stone battle axes.
Literature Bakker 1982/1983.
Name O1 Eese (Landgoed De Eese, municipality of Steenwijk)
Description O1 probably consisted of seven pairs of side stones and had 
a length of approximately 17 m. This megalith was brutally 
destroyed, probably in the 1840’s, preventing reconstruc-
tion of the structure of the megalith.
Research history Hunebed O1 was excavated by Van Giffen in 1918 to-
gether with four other megaliths. It was one of the 
very first excavations of megaliths by Van Giffen. In 
1985 and 1987 some parts of the excavation were re-
opened to inspect the profiles again. O1 was repub-
lished in 1991/1992 by Brindley and Lanting after a 
re-evaluation of the excavation data and find material. 
The removed sediments were not sieved during the 1918 
excavation, as was common at that time. The smaller finds 
will consequently be under-represented. The site was quite 
heavily disturbed, explaining the small number of finds 
from this megalith.
Flint finds The only flint finds that were recovered in both excava-
tions are two flint axes, one flake from a polished axe, and 
two unmodified flakes.
Remarks The total number of finds is very small, also in the other 
categories (pottery sherds: c. 120; stone: two axes and one 
amber bead). Brindley contributes this to the very thor-
ough demolition of hunebed O2.
Literature Brindley 1991/1992, 97-101.
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Name O2 Mander
Description O2 is a destroyed hunebed; no stones are remaining above 
ground level. Excavation revealed the lay-out of the monu-
ment, probably consisting of six pairs of side stones. The 
outer length of O2 was approximately 13 m.
Research history Excavated in 1957 by C.C.W.J. Hijs�eler (results not pub-
lished but integrated in the article by Lanting (2003/2004)). 
Re-excavation in 1995 to inspect the remaining traces.
Flint finds The total number of flint finds from O2 is unknown. The 
assemblage, however, includes 157 transverse arrowheads 
(three of which are blancs), 46 strike-a-lights or TRB-
picks, one borer, eight scrapers, five sickle blades (one on 
axe fragment), one truncated blade, three chisels, eighteen 
‘worked pieces’ of flint, eleven fragments of polished axes 
and four complete flint axes. 
Other flint finds include approximately fifty cores, 
large numbers of unmodified flakes and unworked raw 
material.
Remarks A number of flat graves were discovered in the 1995 exca-
vation. Pottery finds indicate that the flat grave ‘cemetery’ 
and hunebed O2 were in use in roughly the same period.
Literature Lanting 2003/2004.
3.3 Analysis
As will have become clear from the description of the eleven sites in the sec-
tion above, these sites differ widely in excavation extents, excavation and find 
processing methods and level of detail in publication of the research. It will be 
clear that for these reasons, only a few aspects of the flint assemblages can be 
compared. For two sites (D32c and O2) the total number of flint objects was 
not mentioned in publication, so percentages cannot be calculated. In one of 
these cases (D32c) numbers of artefact-types are not mentioned at all. Traces 
of burning have only been fairly systematically recorded for one site (D9a) so 
consequently no conclusions can be drawn on this aspect. All the data on ty-
pological aspects of the sites dealt with in this chapter is summarised in table 
3.1.
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3.3.1 Technological and typological comparison with D19, 
D26, G2 and G3
The data brought together in this chapter and summed up in table 3.1 can 
now be used to make a comparison with the megaliths described in chapter 2: 
D19, D26, G2 and G3. A quick look shows some basic similarities between 
the two data-sets: in most cases the percentage of transverse arrowheads lies be-
tween 10% and 20%. The largest category is usually formed by the unmodified 
flakes, although the variability is a bit wider for the secondary data-set: 33% 
- 90% in versus 48% - 57% for the sites in chapter 2.
A closer inspection however also reveals a number of differences. Polished 
flint axes (most commonly with a rectangular cross-section) are present in all 
four sites in the primary data-set. For six of the eleven sites included in the 
literature survey, however, no axes are mentioned at all. This is remarkable, 
since they form a very distinct and easily recognisable category worth mention-
ing in a publication. Taking into account the total number of finds from each 
site, however, the absence of axes can be explained since some of the sites have 
very low numbers of flint finds (only three pieces of flint in O1 and D40 for 
example) and some of the publications do not represent complete excavations 
but only a trench or a small pit, dramatically reducing the chance of finding 
an axe.
In contrast to the sites described in chapter 2, the secondary data-set reveals 
considerable less indications of flint-working (cores, core preparation pieces 
and core rejuvenation pieces) among the flint material. This can partly be ex-
plained by assuming that these very specific artefact types were not recognised 
or lumped in an ‘other’ or ‘waste’ category in the publication. The recognition 
of very specific artefacts like these is certainly related to the knowledge of and 
interest in flint technology of the excavator/researcher. The large difference, 
however, is striking: the presence of cores has been mentioned for three of the 
eleven sites and one core preparation blade found in hunebed D9. In the pri-
mary data-set, these artefact types are present in all sites and always comprising 
approximately 10% of the total number of flint artefacts.
3.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, an attempt has been made to create a secondary data-set based 
on a limited literature survey to compare the data presented in the second 
chapter. In this way it has become clear that the level of detail of the primary 
data-set, as presented in chapter 2, is much higher than that of all publications 
used in the literature survey. Also, the methods of find-processing differs and 
the use of high-power microscopy for use wear analysis has not been applied to 
material from megaliths before. Therefore the best comparison between both 
data-sets can be made on technological and typological aspects.
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This comparison shows that the primary data-set matches the secondary 
data-set on a basic level. On a more detailed level, some differences become 
clear but they are partly explicable in terms of excavation si�e, total number 
of finds and level of detail of the publication. The use of differing definitions 
in the classification of the material will also be a considerable cause of these 
differences.
The primary data-set is comparable to the second data-set to a degree that 
justifies the conclusion that the primary data-set is representative for a larger 
number of Dutch megaliths. 
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Chapter 4
The wider perspective
4.1 Introduction
This chapter will place this research of flint assemblages from megaliths in 
a wider perspective. This includes a look into the role that flint objects play 
in other types of TRB sites: flat graves, hoards in wet contexts and settle-
ment sites. This will create a synchronic context to the assemblages from the 
hunebedden as described in the previous chapters. I will also try to provide a 
general diachronic perspective by offering a brief look at the development of 
burial practices from the TRB into the Single Grave Culture (SGC) and the 
Bell Beaker Culture (BB). These different perspectives on the flint assemblages 
from megaliths will contribute to a contextualisation of the research enabling 
interpretation of the data in more general terms. Finally, this research will 
briefly be placed in an international context, mainly referring to the megaliths 
in northern Europe.
4.2 TRB flat graves
Apart from the megaliths, the best known grave form from the TRB, flat graves 
have also been excavated. These individual graves consist of a pit with several 
objects of flint and pottery. Sometimes small amounts of cremation remains are 
discovered but in most cases any organic remains have disappeared, again due 
to the soil conditions. No structure of any kind above ground level is known 
to have existed but the construction of a small monument, for example in the 
form of a modest barrow, cannot be completely ruled out.
Flat graves were used throughout the entire TRB, simultaneously with the 
construction and use of the hunebedden (Van Gijn & Bakker 2005, 288-289). 
Although the latter were exclusively built roughly between c. 3400 and 3200 
BC, a relatively short timespan, they were used for hundreds of years (c. 3400-
2900 BC). The flat graves sometimes lay isolated in the landscape, but they 
also appear close to, and possibly even under megaliths.34 In Mander at least 
eight probable flat graves, a ‘flat grave cemetery’, were excavated just a few me-
ters from destroyed hunebed O2 (Lanting & Brindley 2003/2004). Excavation 
of hunebed G1 revealed an oval pit exactly at the entrance of the megalith. 
34 In 1958 Waterbolk had to conclude, however, that almost all TRB flat graves were situated at                
great distance from megaliths (Waterbolk 1958, 10).
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The fill of this pit contained several TRB objects leading the excavators to the 
conclusion that it can be dated to the TRB. The interpretation as flat grave, 
however, remains uncertain (Bakker 1982/1983, 174). 
The data on TRB flat graves are of varying quality and the definition of a 
flat grave itself is a grey area,35 especially due to the poor conservation of the 
actual human remains that could define a feature undoubtedly as a grave. In 
most cases the interpretation is based on the inventory of a pit: one or several 
pieces of decorated or undecorated TRB pottery, sometimes a polished flint 
axe, a few unmodified flint flakes (sometimes axe flakes) and some transverse 
arrowheads. This is the general overview that can be given of a “typical” TRB 
flat grave inventory (see fig. 4.1).
4.2.1 Flat graves versus hunebedden
Since flat graves overlap chronologically with the megaliths, it would be inter-
esting to explore how the inventories of both grave forms relate to each other. 
It seems that, in general, largely the same kind of objects are present in both 
contexts, but in very different numbers. Both decorated as well as undecorated 
TRB pottery (largely reconstructible pots and unrelatable sherds) are present 
in hunebedden as well as in flat graves. In flat graves one to a few pots are usu-
ally found, with up to seven vessels in a probable grave in Sleen (Waterbolk 
1958, 5), whereas usually the remains of hundreds of pots are found in a mega-
lith. As a first step, we will have a look at the alleged function of the Dutch 
megaliths.
Although in the Netherlands hardly any human remains have been recov-
ered from the chambers of the megaliths, they are generally assumed to be 
places of collective burial. The lack of bone material can be explained by the 
soil circumstances; the sandy soil makes the survival of organic remains virtu-
ally impossible. For the interpretation of the Dutch hunebedden, scholars have 
thus turned to analogies with comparable sites in other regions. In Denmark, 
for example, megaliths have shown to contain the bones of do�ens of individu-
als. Sometimes the remains were shifted around heavily although articulated 
bones are also found. In a number of cases skulls are found grouped together 
or the remains of each individual are piled up, with the skull on top of them 
(Van Ginkel et al. 2005, 76-81; Midgley 2008, 117-134). The number and 
treatment of the remains indicates a long-term use as a collective burial place 
with re-arranging of the remains in a later state, after decomposition. A simi-
35 The requirements for a feature to qualify as a flat grave differ widely. A TRB-associated pit from                 
Denekamp with only an axe of the Buren-type was included as TRB flat grave by Bakker & Van 
der Waals (1969). Waterbolk (1958, 4) however mentions four features to identify a flat grave: 1) 
The presence of a grave pit 2) The absence, nowadays and in the past, of a tumulus covering the 
grave 3) If possible the presence of a body silhouette 4) The presence of eventual grave goods. 
Figure 4.1 (previous page): Inventory of one of the TRB flat graves (Feature J) found in 
Mander, close to hunebed O2. Scale: Ceramic 1:3; Flint 1:2; Flint arrowhead no. 39: 1:1. 
From: Lanting & Brindley 2003-2004, fig. 21; drawing: M.A. Los-Weijns.
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lar function can also been assumed for the Dutch sites although comparisons 
should be made with care.36 More of the international perspective will be given 
in section 4.6.
As described in the previous chapters, the megaliths contain a fairly wide 
variety of different flint artefact types. In contrast to this, the range of flint 
objects found in the flat graves is much more limited. The flint assemblage 
from most flat graves seems to be limited to a polished flint axe with rectangu-
lar cross section, some transverse arrowheads and up to nine (Mander feature 
J, Lanting & Brindley 2003-2004, 90; see fig. 4.1, no. 40) unmodified flakes. 
In several cases, however, no flint is found at all. Both the megaliths and flat 
graves also contain flakes with a polished facet that originate from flint axes. 
One of the flat graves from the flat grave cemetery found near hunebed O2 
in Mander, for example, contains nine flint flakes. Three of these flakes can 
be fitted together and form the top of a large, thin-butted flint axe (Feature J. 
Lanting & Brindley 2003-2004, 80-81; 89) (see fig. 4.1, no. 40-left). Use wear 
analysis of the flint from the Mander flat-graves has not revealed any traces of 
use (pers. comm. A.L. van Gijn).
The striking differences between the flint finds from megaliths and TRB 
flat graves suggest that these differences are not mere coincidence nor can they 
be explained in terms of different numbers of individuals that were buried in 
the sites leading to higher numbers of the same finds accumulating in more 
or less the same ratio. This leads to the conclusion that different sets of ob-
jects were included in a megalith and in a flat grave, either intentionally and 
consciously or as a result of different practices and rituals that surrounded the 
burials and those that were performed at a later moment.
4.3 TRB flint hoards
A remarkable feature of the Middle and Late Neolithic in the northern 
Netherlands is the deposition of objects, predominantly flint axes, in wet con-
texts. This practice is mainly ascribed to the TRB and the Single Grave Culture 
(SGC) that immediately succeeds the TRB. Twenty multiple object hoards are 
known from the Netherlands. They contain several flint axes, rough-outs, flint 
nodules and other tools. Nine of these hoards have been dated to the TRB; 
eight are dated to the SGC (Wentink & Van Gijn 2008, 30).37 Single object 
hoards, however, have also been identified. The phenomenon of these deposi-
tions in ‘wet places’ has been extensively studied by Wentink (Wentink 2006; 
Wentink & Van Gijn 2008). He argues that flint axes are clearly divisible in 
two separate groups showing only a fairly small overlap. 
36 In my opinion, this comparison should not be made based on the number of pots in megaliths                 
only, as some authors like Van Ginkel et al. (2005, 76) do. Similar practices that are common over 
a vast area can have had a local interpretation and a local meaning, resulting in small material 
differences. The assumption that ten times as many individuals were interred in a Dutch megalith 
is just as valuable as the assumption that a Dutch TRB person would take ten times more pieces 
of pottery with him/her.
37 The remaining three hoards could not be attributed with satisfying certainty to one period.              
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The first group is predominantly formed by smaller axes (<150 mm) (see 
fig. 4.2). Most of them are made from locally available flint, although some 
may be imported axes that were originally larger. The axes in this group show 
traces of intensive use and resharpening, revealing long use-life as a tool for 
wood-working. Most of the complete axes in this category have been found 
in the hunebedden.38 These tools have in some cases been resharpened before 
ending up in a megalith, but the use wear traces were still visible in small nega-
tives near the cutting edge (Wentink & Van Gijn 2008, 36-37).
The large axes (>150mm) (see fig. 4.2) of the second group show traces of a 
totally different use life. It is assumed that most of these axes (at least the ones 
larger than approximately 200 mm) were not suitable for use as practical tool; 
above a critical length an axe is extremely vulnerable to “end-shock”, causing 
the axe to break very easily when cutting, for example, wood. It is assumed that 
these large axes were not made for practical use but especially for ceremonial 
or ritual purposes (Wentink & Van Gijn 2008, 35). The larger axes are exclu-
sively found in ‘wet places’, mostly peat-filled stream valleys, near the edge of 
the peat. A slight focus toward megaliths and flat graves could also be noted 
(Wentink & Van Gijn 2008, 39-40; fig. 9). These axes are made of northern 
flint and it has been suggested that these large axes were especially made at 
the Scandinavian production centres for exchange and ceremonial purposes 
(Midgley 2008, 8; Wentink & Van Gijn 2008, 35).
That the purpose of these axes was indeed different is also shown by the 
traces of use: as opposed to the smaller axes, the larger axes from wet con-
38 Axe fragments and broken axes have been found during the excavation of both megaliths and               
settlement sites. These broken axes could be considered as a third group: broken during use and 
discarded or, as often observed, used as a core to produce a number of flakes.
Crafting axes, producing meaning 155
Figure 3 Length distribution of TRB axes from graves and from votive depositions.
singly or as part of a multiple-object hoard, mostly comprise large specimens
in mint (often even ‘unfinished’) condition. They were all imported from
northern sources in northern Germany and Denmark. The absence both of
good-quality local flint and of production waste moreover indicates that the
axes arrived in the Netherlands as finished products (Beuker 2005, 277).
Although some medium-sized axes (150–200 millimetres) occur in
depositions, themajority of finds concern extremely large specimens (200–325
millimetres) (see figure 3). The latter are of particular interest, as it appears
that the majority was too large to be u ed. For flint axes in particular, the
risk of breakage (due to end-shock) is increased when the axe blade is long r.
It has therefore already been proposed by other researchers that these largest
axes could not have been used for everyday tasks (Bradley 1990; Bradley and
Edmonds 1993; Tilley 1996). This assumption can be substantiated by the fact
that the functional analysis revealed that no axe larger than 218 millimetres
had been used for ‘functional’ activities. Indeed, none of the axes found in
TRB hoards showed any traces of hafting or use, including the medium-sized
specimens.
We may assume that the pe ple manufacturing these axes were intimately
familiar with their physical properties and limits. heir extreme size, their
often ‘unfinished’ appearance and the general lack of use-wear related to
functional tasks therefore suggest that the axe-makers were producing axes
that were not meant to be used and in many cases could not have been used.
Manipulation of size
The production of tools of extreme sizes meant for non-functional purposes
is a phenomenon that is also encountered in ethnographical context. In the
Kimberley region north-w tern Australia, so-called Kimberley poin s
were manufactured. Some points were specially produc d f r exchange
purposes. These points could be recognized as such by their being much
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Figure 4.2: Distinction between TRB axes from graves and TRB votive axes. The length of the 
axes from each group shows only very little overlap. Fro : Wentink 2008, fig. 3.
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Figure 4.3: The multiple object hoard of Een, containing one all over polished axe, one axe that 
was only polished at the cutting edge, one rough-out of an axe made of Helgoland flint and 
four nodules of flint. Scale: 1:3. From: Harsema 1979, fig. 2; drawing: J.M. Smit, Groningen 
Institute of Archaeology.
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text show no traces of use on the cutting edge. Some other observations were 
however made. Specific traces were found on the larger axes from wet con-
texts. These traces cover the complete outside axe, but especially all protruding 
points of the object, suggesting that the axes were wrapped or packaged. The 
contact material is unknown, but probably a rather soft material, possibly bark 
or hide (Wentink & Van Gijn 2008, 37-38) that left the traces by repeatedly 
packing and unpacking over a long period of time. Residue of red ochre was 
discovered on many of these axes, mainly near the cutting edge. The large axes 
are frequently, but not exclusively, found in multiple object hoards (see fig. 
4.3). These depositions include several larger axes, other flint tools and some-
times a number of flint nodules.
These flint nodules are of northern origin. They are not suitable for axe 
production from, so their meaning will have been more symbolic than ‘the first 
stage of axe production’. This is supported by microscopic analysis: like the 
axes, the nodules are treated with red ochre (three of the four nodules from 
the hoard of Een, for example (fig. 4.3)). In some flake negatives on the nod-
ules, the same traces of wrapping in a rather soft material could be observed 
(Wentink 2008, 166-169; Van Gijn 2010, 183). This means that these nodules 
were treated in exactly the same way as the axes they were deposited together 
with. Another remarkable feature of these nodules is that they show some flake 
scars that appear to be of varying age. The relatively fresh scars that might date 
from the TRB hardly show any patination and reveal the flint beneath the cor-
tex. These flakes intersect much older and heavily white patinated flake scars. 
This phenomenon could refer to an ancestral link by the TRB flint knapper 
and his predecessors, as briefly suggested by Van Gijn (2010, 183) and more 
elaborately argued by Wentink (2008, 166-170).
A selected sample of find spots of larger axes that matched a number of 
criteria set for structured deposition was used for an extensive spatial analysis 
by Wentink. Apart from the specified deposition context in peat-filled stream 
valleys, there is a notable link between the location of these depositions and 
grave locations, both megaliths and flat graves. The location of the 36 selected 
find spots ranges between 600 and 1900 m from a grave site. This suggests 
a link between the hoards and the graves requiring a certain proximity, but 
never closer than 600 m. Alleged settlement sites (TRB find scatters) do occur 
much closer to the graves (Wentink 2006, 2008; Wentink & Van Gijn 2008, 
40-41).
It may have become clear that there are two very distinct categories of axes 
in the TRB. Both groups have their very own metrical attributes, raw material, 
use life and treatment, and context of deposition. It can be assumed that this 
was also the distinction made by Neolithic people, who considered axes from 
both categories as completely different objects, the shape of the axe forming 
the only link between them. The axes from megaliths described in this thesis 
fit very well into the description of the first category: small, worn down and 
often resharpened axes made of local flint and, occasionally, flint of northern 
origin. 
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4.4 TRB settlements
TRB settlements have challenged archaeologists for many decades. The set-
tlement sites are difficult to recognise. Not one undisputed TRB house plan 
has been excavated in the Netherlands and for the whole TRB West Group, of 
which the Dutch TRB is a part, only a few house plans are known (Van Gijn 
& Bakker 2005, 281; 286-288). This is largely caused by discolouration of the 
sandy soil that prevents features from being recognised in an excavation (Van 
Gijn & Bakker 2005, 287). The destruction of features by soil formation in the 
top of the sand with little to no sedimentation covering the actual TRB level, 
as is the case in other parts of the Netherlands, is another considerable factor 
in the lack of excavated TRB houses. Consequently, the recognition of artefacts 
typical for the TRB among a spread of finds is the only way in which a set-
tlement site from this period can be recognised. TRB houses are known from 
Germany and Denmark. The si�e of these houses or buildings varies widely, 
from 4 x 4 m up to 7 x 20 m. Reconstructions of the Dutch TRB are usu-
ally based on houses from German sites, for example from Flögelen, in East 
Friesland not far across the German border (Van Ginkel et al. 2005, 98). 
The fact that many TRB settlements concern palimpsest-sites poses an-
other problem in the study of settlement sites. In a palimpsest, the artefacts 
from multiple periods are mixed up by the lack of a gradual sedimentation on 
the sandy soils. A gradual sedimentation, as is the case in, for example, the west 
of the Netherlands, would enable a chronological differentiation between indi-
vidual find layers. Typical TRB tools can, of course, be identified but artefact 
types that are common in more periods can not really be dated to a specific 
period or settlement phase. Hence it is not possible to determine the complete 
spectrum of tools used in a specific phase of occupation of the settlement site.
The earliest appearance of TRB pottery is currently dated before 3400 BC. 
The (scarce) traces of TRB are initially exclusively observed in wetland sites 
like Schokland-P14 (Van Ginkel et al. 2005, 43-44; Ten Anscher in prep.).39 In 
later phases of the TRB settlements also appear in upland areas. The flint finds 
from TRB settlements are, as well as most flint from the hunebedden, predom-
inantly made from locally available moraine flint (Van Gijn 2010, 128). As was 
pointed out in chapter 2 this flint is found in smaller nodules and is not of the 
best desirable quality. Consequently the flint technology from TRB settlement 
sites is characterised as ad hoc, with little core preparation (Van Gijn 2010, 
129). The variety of formal tools is limited, with retouched flakes and scrap-
ers as the dominant tool types. Other artefact types include splintered pieces, 
borers, “becs” and some transverse arrowheads.40 Strike-a-lights rarely occur in 
TRB settlement context.
39 Although other scholars rather interpret this pottery as a late phase of the Swifterbant culture               
(Lanting & Van der Plicht 21-23).
40 This specific description was based on the specific TRB site of Harderwijk-Beekhui�er�and            
(Modderman et al. 1976; Van Gijn 2010, 129) although descriptions by Van Gijn (2010) in-
clude a number of other TRB sites like Slootdorp-Bouwlust, Groningen-Oostersingel and 
Hattemerbroek-Bedrijventerrein-Zuid.
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Use wear analysis of flint artefacts from TRB settlement sites often poses 
many difficulties. In many cases the flint is abraded due to the sandy ma-
trix that it was recovered from. This problem arose, for example, during the 
study of the sites of Laren and Beekhui�er�and. Use wear analysis conducted 
on the material from the site Slootdorp-Bouwlust, however, revealed that this 
flint was used in a very ad hoc fashion. This indicates that a tool was picked 
when needed and was used shortly for a specific task. There also appeared to 
be no firm link between tool type and the task that was performed with it 
(Van Gijn 2010, 129). The recently analysed material from Hattemerbroek-
Bedrijventerrein Zuid revealed relatively many traces of hide-working activi-
ties. Many other implements were used for wood-working (Van Gijn 2010, 
129; Verbaas 2011). Both hide-working and wood-working are tasks that are 
expected to play an important role in settlement context. 
According to Bakker (1979), scrapers generally dominate in settlement 
contexts. In the flint assemblages of Elspeet and other TRB settlement sites 
in this region. Approximately 78% of the formal tools consisted of scrapers 
(Bakker 1979, 76-77). Other tools found in these settlements include sickle 
blades with retouch and a band of macroscopic sickle gloss, borers, flint ham-
mer stones (both raw nodules and discarded polished flint axes). Picks / strike-
a-lights are sometimes made from discarded axes and of old hammer stones. 
They frequently show macroscopic traces of use, indicating use as a strike-a-
light. Bakker mentions transverse arrowheads41 but only with focus on their ap-
pearance in megalith contexts. This is not remarkable because they would not 
be common finds in settlement assemblages. Arrowheads are meant for hunt-
ing purposes and can be used several times. If they were lost this would in most 
cases happen outside the settlement area during a hunting expedition. The lim-
ited numbers of arrowheads that appear in settlement contexts will be the re-
sult of repairing hunting gear. Arrowheads in a grave context form a completely 
different category: they have been put there deliberately and consciously.
4.4.1 Settlements & graves
Settlement sites and graves form two completely different contexts that cannot 
be compared easily. The finds from a settlement are a more gradually aggre-
gated cluster of finds that develop as a side-effect of people living in that place. 
The site is influenced by their lifestyle and traditions, but the deposition of the 
object and thus the archaeological remains are not conscious acts. Graves are 
a highly rituali�ed context in which every act and every object is the result of 
cosmology, social rules and conventions, very deliberate acts and negotiation. 
This is translated into the flint finds, like the transverse arrowheads that are 
deposited in large numbers in the megaliths. It has been suggested that these 
arrowheads were not even suitable for real use in hunting because they are 
41 Bakker calls these “trape�oidal arrowheads” but obviously we are speaking of the same type.             
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roughly made and in many cases not very aerodynamic (Van Gijn 2010, 133). 
Arrowheads from megaliths that were subjected to use wear analysis did not 
display any traces.42
The special and rituali�ed nature of the grave context is underlined by 
other find categories. Both the megaliths and the flat graves contain decorated 
pottery, very high amounts in the case of the megaliths, although some sherds 
of decorated pottery are also found in settlements (Van Ginkel et al. 2005, 99). 
Many of these funnel beakers, bowls and other TRB vessels are almost com-
plete indicating that they were inserted in the grave context intact, probably 
containing food or drink of some kind. Of course this differs strongly from the 
finds from a settlement site where all the pottery is discarded after breaking 
and the sherds are spread over a larger area. 
4.5 TRB-SGC transition and beyond
In section 4.2 we observed that hunebedden were built only in a period be-
tween 3400 and 3200 BC and hunebedden as well as flat graves were used si-
multaneously throughout the TRB. Around 2850 BC a drastic change can be 
observed in cultural (and material) expression in a relative short period of time 
(Van Ginkel et al. 2005, 118). This quick “cultural revolution”, also resulting 
in changes in ritual practices and conventions, is not an isolated phenomenon 
but seems to be part of a larger trajectory of change that runs through the 
whole TRB period in this area (Van Ginkel et al. 2005: 42-45; 118). From 
3200 BC onward, no new megaliths were built and the use of individual flat 
graves for the cremated deceased increased. Battle axes were already known 
during the TRB but were not part of the standard or typical grave inventory. 
These changes, also marked by the replacement of the funnel beaker by typical 
“Single Grave pottery” and the quite abrupt shift from cremation to inhuma-
tion, mark the gradual but quick transition from the TRB to the SGC around 
2900-2800 BC (Van Gijn 2010, 130; Van Ginkel et al. 2005, 118). Around 
this time43 the first barrows appear, covering individual burials (pers. comm. 
K. Wentink).
Graves from the SGC are assumed to appear under individual burial 
mounds as well as flat graves, although the difference between these grave forms 
poses serious problems and the actual existence of this difference is not certain. 
Many flat graves may in fact be barrows that were ploughed away. There also is 
no notable chronological difference, nor a differentiation in grave set between 
barrows and assumed flat graves from the SGC (pers. comm. K. Wentink).44 
42 A substantial part of the arrowheads, however, showed PDSM so any traces of use would not be 
visible.
43 The earliest barrows are also dated around 2900-2800 BC (pers. comm. K. Wentink).            
44 Many early SGC barrows have very deep grave pits with an assumed beehive-like construction to               
create a small chamber for the deceased. These pits are up to 1,5 m below the old surface. Without 
the barrow, such a grave can easily be interpreted as a flat grave (pers. comm. K. Wentink). Of 
course the former presence of a barrow can never be proven so this problem remains an issue in 
all barrow research.
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A typical SGC grave is characteri�ed by a ceramic vessel (a Protruding Foot 
Beaker or an All Over Ornamented Beaker) together with three or four other 
objects: a small flint and/or stone axe that has been used and resharpened, a 
battle axe and one or (incidentally) two unmodified blades of northern flint 
with traces of hafting (residue of tar and traces of friction). In some cases some 
amber beads are included and, towards the end of the SGC, a dagger of French 
Grand-Pressigny or Romigny-Léhry flint (Van Gijn 2010, 141-143).
The SGC is followed by the Bell Beaker Culture around 2500 BC. Again, 
the set of grave goods is highly standardi�ed but it changes considerably and it 
shows a little more variation than in the preceding period. Flint objects, how-
ever, occur less frequently than in earlier periods. As in the SGC, a ceramic ves-
sel is common in every Bell Beaker grave. Other typical grave goods comprise 
copper tanged daggers, stone wrist guards and amber (V-perforated) buttons. 
If flint is present, the variety of objects is very limited. Flint objects from Bell 
Beaker graves include Bell Beaker knives, triangular tanged and barbed arrow-
heads, unretouched flakes and incidentally an axe (Van Gijn 2010, 149-153). 
In contrast to the Single Grave period, a number of indisputable flat graves can 
be identified for the Bell Beaker Culture, for example the well known grave of 
Molenaarsgraaf (Drenth & Lohof 2005, 434). However, for many alleged flat 
graves the question remains whether they really were flat graves.
The chronological change in burial practice as described in this chapter 
can roughly be summari�ed as follows: during the TRB people were buried in 
collective burials in megaliths as well as in individual flat graves. A broad spec-
trum of grave goods was deposited in the megaliths: many different kinds of 
pottery (complete ‘service sets’), a restricted number of types of flint finds and 
amber beads (Verschoof 2008; in prep.). The set of objects found in TRB flat 
graves is much more limited than that from the megaliths: one or a few pieces 
of TRB pottery (decorated as well as undecorated), sometimes a polished flint 
axe, a few unmodified flint flakes (these can be axe flakes) and some transverse 
arrowheads (see section 4.2 and fig. 4.1). This picture changes towards the end 
of the TRB: no new megaliths are built although activities still take place at 
their locations and there is a shift towards burial in flat graves.45 From around 
the start of the Single Grave Culture, most (if not all) of the individual burials 
are equipped with a barrow. The set of grave goods gets more pre-defined to a 
beaker, an axe/battle axe, hafted blades of northern flint and sometimes some 
amber beads. Late SGC graves feature a dagger of French flint. The early Bell 
Beaker Culture coincides with the introduction of new ‘rules’ concerning the 
set of grave goods. Next to the ceramic vessel, we now see copper tanged dag-
gers, wrist guards and V-perforated amber beads appear, as well as flint Bell 
Beaker knifes, tanged and barbed arrowheads, flakes and the occasional axe.
45 This could be explained in terms of a deliberate shift in grave form that represents changes in                 
society but a strong factor in this increase can be the spreading of the TRB culture to the south. 
Settlements started to appear more in regions without the large erratic boulders that were used to 
build the hunebedden in Drenthe. This absence of the necessary material to build megaliths could 
be the main driving force behind this change in burial ritual (pers. comm. K. Wentink).
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The shift from collective burial in megaliths towards individual intern-
ment under barrows and, possibly, in flat graves may not be the drastic shift 
in burial practices as suggested at first glance. There are indications that many 
SGC graves and Bell Beaker graves are not simple burials of individuals imme-
diately after their death. These people may have been exposed for a substantial 
period of time leading to partial decomposition of the body, witnessed by un-
articulated packages of bones (pers. comm. K. Wentink), for example in the 
Late Neolithic grave of Niersen in which the excarnated remains of at least one 
person were buried together with the (articulate) remains of an adult woman 
(Bourgeois et al. 2009). These practices of possible deliberate excarnation be-
fore burial seem to form a link to practices of rearranging and manipulation of 
skeletal remains that are observed in the megaliths aw was observed in Niersen 
(Bourgeois et al. 2009). In some cases displacement of the skull and excavated 
features indicate that many of the dead were buried inside a small wooden 
construction or burial chamber that created an open space around the body for 
a longer period of time, for example in Grave I at Molenaarsgraaf, where the 
skull had the chance to roll away from the otherwise fully articulated body and 
ended upside down, separated from the neck and lower jaw (Louwe Kooijmans 
1974, 243-249). In the case of a burial mound, this chamber collapsed after 
some time under the pressure of the overlying barrow. Another remarkable fea-
ture indicating more than the quick interment of a deceased person in the indi-
vidual burials of the SGC and Bell Beaker Culture is the appearance of animal 
remains in some of the graves (for example in the grave of Niersen (Bourgeois 
et al. 2009)).46
4.5.1 Megaliths after the TRB
The shift towards individual burials in the last phase of the TRB continued 
in the following SGC and subsequently in the Bell Beaker period. The mega-
liths, however, remained the location of numerous ceremonial activities un-
til well into the Late Neolithic, as is witnessed by small numbers of sherds 
from Single Grave and Bell Beaker pottery found in most excavated megaliths 
(Bakker 1992, 58-59; Van Ginkel et al. 2005, 119-120). This is, for example, 
reflected in the sherds of a piece of SGC pottery found in G3 (Brindley 1983, 
223), the SGC axe with oval cross section found in hunebed D26 (see section 
2.1.2; Van Gijn 2010, 243), the complete Bell Beaker found in hunebed D15 
(Van Ginkel et al. 2005, 120) and by two typical flint Bell Beaker knifes found 
in G2 (Brindley 1986, 36; 66). Some of the mounds covering the hunebedden 
even show a post-TRB phase (for example D30, D39 and D40) (Van Ginkel et 
al. 2005, 120). These finds illustrate a striking continuity that contrasts with 
the quick changes in many other aspects in the transition from TRB to SGC 
as described earlier. Some megaliths have also revealed finds related to post 
46 Four graves from the SGC have in fact been identified as burials of cows (pers. comm. K.                 
Wentink). Considering the fact that no organic material was preserved in most of the graves, this 
number could be much higher.
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Neolithic activities. This is, for example, witnessed by a bron�e ra�or from D42 
and a pot from the Late Bron�e Age from one of the destroyed megaliths near 
Hooghalen. Some sherds from D26 could be dated to the Early and Middle 
Iron Age (Van Ginkel et al. 2005, 120-121), although the later the period, the 
more isolated and unique these events seems to become.
4.6 Dutch hunebedden in international context
This look across the border of the present-day Netherlands will deal with re-
sults from megalithic research in other regions, with a focus on sites in north-
ern Europe. Archaeological research conducted in other regions has brought 
valuable information to light, especially on aspects that are not well-known in 
the case of the Dutch megaliths, for example on the human remains that were 
deposited in the megaliths. Of course observations in other regions cannot be 
projected without caution to the Dutch situation but finds from other regions 
may give us an idea of the material and data that we lack in ours. Within the 
scope of the present research it is not possible to give an exhaustive overview 
of all megalithic research throughout Europe. My aim is to contextuali�e the 
Duch data using a limited number of international results.
The TRB in the Netherlands is part of a wider complex. This complex is an 
archaeological culture that is recognised over an immense area, ranging from 
the northern half of the Netherlands and Denmark and southern Sweden to 
the eastern border of Poland (see fig. 4.4). Of course the definition of such a 
culture is based on similarities that are observed all across this area. Local dif-
Figure 4.4: Map of the distribution of the different TRB groups. From: Midgley 2008, fig. 1.1.
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ferences and styles can however be distinguished and the TRB is divided into 
regional groups. The Dutch TRB is part of the TRB West Group, stretching 
from the northern Netherlands to far into northern Germany.
In a large region between Denmark and southern Poland the construction 
of megalithic graves was preceded by a tradition of building wooden grave 
chambers for the dead that were covered by an earthen mound: the so-called 
long barrows. These earth covered timber constructions seem to be a true prel-
ude to the appearance of megaliths in this region. Individuals were buried in 
these mounds, fully articulated and laying on their back (Midgley 2008, 110). 
The long barrows are built on higher lying areas, often surrounded by marshes. 
They are sometimes clustered together, forming “cemeteries”. These monu-
ments are interpreted as a reflection of the long Danubian houses that are also 
found clustered in villages. The long barrows, however, are found in regions 
outside the area of the Danubian culture suggesting that the idea of the long 
barrow in itself was adopted by people in other regions (Midgley 2008, 11-22). 
This tradition of long barrows is not known for the Dutch region; the first true 
barrows appear only after the TRB. This supports the supposed northern ori-
gin of the Dutch TRB with concepts, practices and styles that characteri�e the 
TRB diffusing from the North Group to other regions where they underwent 
a local interpretation.
For the majority of the megaliths in Northern Europe there are indications 
that they were built in an agricultural landscape. This is supported by palyno-
logical research, but especially attested by the occurrence of ard marks (plough 
marks) under megaliths. This was especially observed throughout Denmark, for 
megalithic monuments as well as the preceding long barrows, but the phenom-
enon also occurs in other regions. The occurrence of these plough marks has 
been interpreted in several ways but many scholars agree that it has been more 
than the accidental survival of older traces beneath the megaliths. Although 
the monuments were clearly located in an agricultural landscape, it has been 
suggested that the location was deliberately ploughed before the erection of the 
long barrow megalithic monument, as an integral part of the building sequence 
(Midgley 2008, 40-42).
Throughout Europe the form and construction details of megaliths show 
great variety. Archaeologists have put much effort into the definition of differ-
ent types of megaliths, categorising them into different groups. This division 
can serve as a tool for archaeologists to order the data and to communicate. 
However, as Midgley stresses, these construction details did not necessarily 
mean a great deal to the Neolithic people using the megalith. Most of the 
megaliths were covered by mounds, hiding the skeleton of the monument that 
we see today. This may obscure our experience of the monument: the inter-
nal architecture will not have been visible and known to most visitors during 
the Neolithic and was clearly kept away from ‘the profane’. Even people that 
were allowed to enter the chamber could only experience some aspects of the 
internal architecture of the megalith. Of course the builders were aware of all 
architectonic details, but others and subsequent generations only knew what 
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was visible to the eye (Midgley 2008, 25-26; Van Ginkel et al. 2005, 63-64). 
With respect to the covering mound it is interesting to note that the Dutch 
hunebedden had a slightly different construction than the Scandinavian sites. 
The covering mounds of the Dutch megaliths probably did not cover the whole 
monument but left the top untouched, leaving the cap stones visible (Van 
Ginkel et al. 2005, 63-64).
Most megaliths in northern Europe featured a ring of kerb stones around 
the mound. The gaps between these stones were filled with small stones, so 
the mound covering the grave chamber would not continue beyond this ring. 
This created a terrace- or disk-like barrow with an impressive façade of stand-
ing stones (Midgley 2008, 51-56). Some of the Dutch hunebedden show this 
feature, for example the monuments D20 and D43. Most Dutch megaliths 
(all but eight), however, lack any indications for the presence of a ring of kerb 
stones (Van Ginkel et al. 2005, 64). 
4.6.1 Flint in north European megaliths
There are many observations on the use of flint in the construction of mega-
liths in northern Europe. This has been interpreted as a method to protect the 
megalith from rodents (Dehn et al. 1995 in Midgley 2008, 91) but a drainage 
function to keep the chamber dry is also very likely. The use of flint as packing 
material was particularly common in regions where flint was abundantly avail-
able: Scania, Denmark and Schleswig-Holstein. It was used in crushed form as 
a packing material to create a layer just outside and between the side stones and 
sometimes also between the cap stones (Midgley 2008, 91-92). 
Crushed and burned flint has also been reported to be found as a dense 
layer on top of the chamber floor of several megaliths. This layer of flint is 
reported for many Danish megaliths and can be up to 25 cm thick, but it has 
also been observed during research in early dolmens in Schleswig-Holstein and 
Mecklenburg. The flint is sometimes found in combination with many pieces 
of charcoal. It is suggested that on several sites a great fire was set inside the 
chamber on top of a layer of crushed flint. (Midgley 2008, 103-104). In all 
cases this seems to be ‘crushed flint’, not necessarily the mix of unmodified 
flakes and various tools that we encounter in the Dutch hunebedden. 
4.6.2 Human remains
As mentioned before, the finds of Dutch megaliths that were excavated only in-
cluded a few small fragments of bone material. This is also the case for the ma-
jority of the megaliths in northern Europe. The best chances for the survival of 
human remains are found in Mecklenburg and southern Scandinavia (Midgley 
2008, 110). Much has been written about the arrangement of bones within the 
megaliths. Many patterns, however, have been distorted heavily by use of the 
chamber over a long period of time. Rearranging of the remains, clearing of 
the chamber and unintentional moving and damage by trampling will have oc-
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curred frequently. The arrangement inside the burial chamber that we excavate 
nowadays is the last stage of many processes at work over an extended period 
of time (Midgley 2008, 109-110).
However, some interesting patterns in the treatment of human remains 
have been observed (Midgley 2008, 108-134). Various dolmen show indica-
tions of partial burial (not the complete skeleton) and of deliberate manipula-
tion of human bodies. A phenomenon that is observed in many Danish burial 
chambers is the arrangement of the bones on a flat stone into a pile, with the 
skull lying on top of it (Midgley 2008, 116). The manipulation of human re-
mains was not limited to megalithic sites. Kossian observed a number of flat 
graves in Germany and the Netherlands in which the bones were disarticulated 
or the anatomical order was deliberately altered (Kossian 2005, 144 in Midgley 
2008, 115).
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
In this thesis I have dealt with the flint assemblages from Dutch megaliths, the 
hunebedden. The aim was to answer the question what could be learned from 
the thorough study of all flint objects from a megalith. To cover all different 
aspects of the assemblages, the flint was analysed technologically and typologi-
cally and by means of microscopic use wear analysis. The results have been put 
into different contexts to be able to make some more general observations and 
interpretations.
5.1 Four sites in detail
The flint finds from four megalithic sites were studied and described in great 
detail, covering many different aspects of the assemblages. Although some dif-
ferences between these sites were observed, they can largely be explained in 
terms of different biographies of the individual monuments (G2 and G3 were 
demolished in the Middle Ages and were re-discovered relatively recently; D19 
and D26 are still intact) and their period of excavation and consequently the 
excavation techniques that were used in the archaeological fieldwork (D19 was 
excavated in 1912; G2 and G3 were investigated in the 1980’s). 
A total of 2215 pieces of flint from four different sites were examined and 
documented typologically and technologically. Tools of many different kinds 
are found among the material from the megaliths, although the majority (c. 
50%) consists of unmodified flakes. There seems to be no very-well defined 
set of flint objects that ended up in a hunebed. Among the finds we encoun-
ter scrapers, arrowheads, polished axes, borers, sickle blades, strike-a-lights 
(although it is hard to distinguish them from ‘TRB picks’) and retouched 
pieces. Apart from formal tool types, some technologically characteristic ob-
jects were also found. Cores, core preparation pieces and core rejuvenation 
pieces are interpreted as results of flint-working. It is remarkable that this 
category is present in all four sites studied in the same percentage: approxi-
mately 10 %.
Use wear analysis was performed on 128 artefacts (Appendix II).47 Fifty-
three of them contained traces of wear of some kind, together showing 69 
“Actually Used Areas”, or used �ones on the artefacts. Although represented 
47 These 128 artefacts all come from D19, D26, G2 and G3. Material from Hunebed O2-Mander 
was also studied by prof. A.L. van Gijn (Van Gijn 2010).
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by small numbers of AUA’s, a considerable range of activities is reflected in 
the results from the use wear analysis. These activities include hide-work-
ing (scraping), harvesting cereals, making fire (using a piece of pyrite and a 
strike-a-light) and wood-working (with an axe).
Polished flint axes with a rectangular cross section form a distinct cate-
gory of artefacts. They have been used intensively and they were resharpened 
repeatedly. A number of other artefacts have been used heavily (strike-a-
lights, sickles) whereas other objects are not used very intensively and many 
show no traces of use at all, probably produced on the spot. The axes form 
the counterpart of these objects: after a long use-life the axes end up in 
a megalith, sometimes after resharpening after their last use. Additionally, 
there are indications for the intentional destruction of flint axes by flaking 
and/or burning.
To conclude it can be stated that the assemblages from the megaliths 
studied contain a broad variety of objects, especially when compared to TRB 
flat graves. Some of the artefacts from the megaliths were used but it is likely 
that a considerable part of the objects was made especially for deposition in 
the megalith. Technological indicators and the large quantities of unmodi-
fied flakes, the typical result of flint-knapping, even suggest that flint-knap-
ping took place on the spot.
A portion of the flint objects was subjected to a practice that was com-
pletely unreported until recently. The surfaces of these objects were scratched 
carefully and deliberately, probably using a pointed stone. These parallel 
scratches were observed in three of the four megalithic assemblages studied. 
Further research into this phenomenon is recommended to document all its 
characteristics. It is recommended that a sample of other megaliths be stud-
ied to document in how many sites traces of this practice are present.
5.2 Representativity
The representativity of the sites studied in detail for this research, D19, D26, 
G2 and G3, has been addressed with a small-scale literature survey. Accounts 
of flint finds from 11 other megalithic sites have been abstracted from publica-
tions and have been listed in chapter 3. A comparison can only be made on a 
typological level; many other aspects, for example burning and fragmentation 
of the artefacts, have not been published at all. The comparison is further ham-
pered by the varying detail of descriptions and varying typological designations 
used in the different publications.
Despite these factors complicating comparison, the data-sets can be 
compared to determine the representativity of the small selection of sites 
that were examined within the scope of this thesis. From this comparison it 
can be concluded that the four sites studied are most likely representative for 
a larger number of Dutch megaliths. Hence the conclusions drawn based on 
this research are thought to apply to  a larger number of sites.
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5.3 Context & development: other TRB sites and changes in 
grave inventory
Chapter 4 offered a wider context for the data that were gathered and present-
ed within this research. Most TRB flint hoards contain large non-functional 
axes in several stages of production, raw nodules of flint and sometimes some 
other tools. The flint used is of high quality and northern origin. Many inter-
esting patterns related to these structured depositions have been observed. A 
short exploration of TRB settlement flint reveals many difficulties that make a 
quick comparison with the data-set from the megaliths almost impossible. An 
attempt to compare the finds from megaliths and settlement sites reveals, as is 
to be expected, that these types of sites show many differences, not only when 
focussing on the flint finds but also for other materials like pottery. 
Individual burials, a practice that was already present parallel with the 
use of megaliths during the TRB, became the leading grave form at the be-
ginning of the SGC and around this time the first barrows appear. Graves 
from the SGC, as well as from the following Bell Beaker culture, show a 
highly standardi�ed set of grave goods. A selected set of objects is placed in 
the graves, in differing combinations. This observation contrasts with the 
inventories of hunebedden, where many different artefact types are included, 
dominated by unmodified flakes.
Looking across the border at megalithic research in other parts of Europe, 
show the gaps in the Dutch data-set, especially concerning human remains 
and the way they were treated. When comparing flint finds from Dutch meg-
aliths to sites in northern Europe, it becomes clear that the role of flint was 
considerably different. There are many accounts from Denmark that men-
tion the use of flint in the construction of a megalith, as a packing material. 
Another interesting practice that has no counterpart in the Dutch data-set is 
the supposed construction of a large fire within the burial chamber on top of 
a compact layer of crushed flint.
The description of this wider perspective leads to the conclusion that 
megalithic monuments form a very distinct context within TRB material 
culture. The way people dealt with flint, the focus of this research, but also 
with other materials, is very different from the flint assemblages that are 
found in flat graves, flint hoards and at settlement sites. The megalithic as-
semblages are also unique from a chronological perspective. Flat graves from 
the TRB and the following SGC and Bell Beaker culture show a much more 
limited set of objects, mostly a small distinguished set of artefacts. Clearly, a 
megalith is not the sum of many individual burials with an accumulation of 
the same sort of grave inventory, as is sometimes assumed: completely differ-
ent practices were involved and other rules and conventions applied to the 
hunebedden.
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5.4 Suggestions for further research
This research has made an attempt to answer a number of questions concern-
ing the flint assemblages from hunebedden. However, as in any research, some 
questions will remain unanswered and the results of the study have raised new 
questions. For the scope of this research it has only been possible to subject the 
material from a few sites to a detailed analysis and some aspects have been de-
liberately left out. This leaves room for some complementary research. The first 
aspect worth more in-depth study is the phenomenon of the parallel scratches. 
These traces should be documented more completely for a number of sites 
and a sample from a larger number of sites should be scanned for the same 
traces to establish the distribution of the phenomenon among all hunebed-
den. Additional experiments should be performed to enable a more accurate 
interpretation of the material/tool and the technique involved in making these 
scratches.
Another aspect that did not receive all the necessary attention is the 
spacial distribution of (flint) finds throughout a megalith. In this research I 
have only briefly referred to Brindley’s publication in which the distribution 
of transverse arrowheads is plotted on the lay-out of the chamber (Brindley 
1986, fig. 5). Such an analysis would definitely be interesting for other types 
and categories as well, and for all the flint finds from the chamber. It would 
also be very interesting to explore the difference between the material from 
inside the chamber of the megalith versus finds from the entrance, pits in 
front of the entrance, material found in the covering mound, etc. For some 
sites which have been excavated (and recorded) in more detail, this should 
very well be possible and this research might shed more light on the exact 
nature of activities performed around the Dutch megaliths.
The third suggestion for further research would be a closer look into the 
possible deliberate fragmentation of polished flint axes. There are some indi-
cations for acts of deliberate fragmentation but these are small in number. A 
broader inventory of these indications, including more sites than just these 
four, would allow firmer statements to be made on this matter.
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Summary
This thesis aims to balance the lack of published data on flint finds from Dutch 
megalithic monuments, the hunebedden, that were built during the Middle 
Neolithic. Technological and typological aspects from hunebed D19, D26, G2 
and G3 are described in detail, considering the entire flint assemblages, not 
only focussing on formal tools. Results from use wear analysis of a selection of 
objects from these sites are included.
The representativity of these four sites is assessed by a small-scale literature sur-
vey describing the flint finds from eleven other megaliths although data other 
than a typological description is scarce. The results of the study of the archaeo-
logical material and the literature survey are contextuali�ed by comparing it to 
several other contexts: other TRB-sites (flat graves, settlements, hoards), devel-
opment of burial conventions into the Late Neolithic and a modest description 
of megalithic research in northern Europe.
This research leads to the conclusion that the set of items that is included in a 
hunebed is fairly wide when compared to TRB flat graves as well as graves from 
later periods. Some items show traces of use from varying activities but most 
pieces seem to be deposited unused. Since the assemblages contain many flakes 
and numerous technological indicators for flint-working, flint-knapping prob-
ably took place at the megaliths. Some artefacts, like certain transverse arrow-
heads, were most likely not made for actual use but especially for deposition 
in the megalith. Polished flint axes form a separate category; they are heavily 
used and were in numerous cases carefully resharpened before deposition in 
the megalith.
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Met de�e scriptie wordt geprobeerd een bijdrage te leveren aan het hers-
tel van de gebrekkige publicatie van vuursteenvondsten uit Nederlandse 
hunebedden. Hiertoe �ijn de technologische en typologische aspecten van 
het vuursteen van hunebed D19, D26, G2 en G3 gedetailleerd beschreven. 
De�e analyse is niet beperkt tot de formele werktuigen, maar de gehele as-
semblages �ijn onder�ocht.
Door middel van een bescheiden literatuurstudie is geprobeerd de repre-
sentativiteit van de bestudeerde assemblages vast te stellen. Hiertoe �ijn de 
gegevens van elf andere hunebedden ver�ameld, hoewel vrijwel alle publica-
ties �ich tot typologische aspecten beperken. De resultaten van de materiaal-
studie en het literatuuronder�oek worden voor�ien van bredere context door 
een vergelijking met andere TRB-vindplaatsen (vlakgraven, neder�ettingen 
en deposities), beschijving van de ontwikkeling van het grafritueel in het 
Midden en Laat Neolithicum.
Dit onder�oek leidt tot de conclusie dat de set vuurstenen voorwerpen die in 
een hunebed eindigde redelijk breed is vergeleken met vlakgraven uit de�elfde 
periode en latere graven. Sommige artefacten werden gebruikt voor uiteenlo-
pende activiteiten maar de meeste objecten werden ongebruikt gedeponeerd. 
De bestudeerde vuursteenassemblages bevatten diverse aanwij�ingen voor 
vuursteenbewerking ter plaatse. Sommige artefacten, waaronder een aantal 
pijlpunten, lijkt niet vervaardigd te �ijn voor gebruik maar speciaal voor 
depositie in een hunebed. Geslepen vuurstenen bijlen behoren tot een aparte 
categorie: de�e werktuigen �ijn intensief gebruikt en in talrijke gevallen �org-
vuldig bijgeslepen voordat �e in het hunebed terecht kwamen.
Samenvatting
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type D19 D26 G2 G3 total
axe	flach 13 - 3 - 16
axe	oval 1 - - - 1
axe	square	dicknackig	dunnblattig - - - 1 1
axe	square	dunnackig - - 1 - 1
axe	square	type	unknown - 2 1 - 3
axe	type	unknown - 4 - - 4
block 8 85 19 - 112
borer	(single) - 1 1 - 2
blade	core	one	platform - - - 1 1
flake	core - 6 - - 6
flake	core	two	platforms 4 9 12 1 26
flake	core	one/few	negatives 5 8 12 - 25
flake	core	one	platform 1 16 4 - 21
flake	core	two	platforms 2 9 10 2 23
core	indet. 4 3 4 - 11
core	preparation	piece - 1 - - 1
core	preparation	blade 2 3 2 - 7
core	preparation	flake 6 26 17 - 49
core	rejuvenation	blade	core	face	parallel - - 1 - 1
core	rejuvenation	flake - 6 3 1 10
core	rejuvenation	flake	core	face	parallel - - 7 - 7
core	rejuvenation	flake	core	face	perpendicular - - 5 - 5
core	rejuvenation	flake	tablet	not	facetted - - 2 - 2
core	rejuvenation	piece	core	face	parallel 1 - 5 - 6
core	rejuvenation	piece	core	face	perpendicular 2 4 2 - 8
core	rejuvenation	piece	tablet 1 4 2 - 7
hammer	stone	bipolar - - 1 - 1
hammer	stone	multiple	sides - 2 - - 2
hammer	stone	one	side - 1 1 1 3
pointed	flake - 1 - - 1
transverse	point	concave	lateral	edges 2 6 14 1 23
transverse	point	straight	lateral	edges;	flat	base 11 47 40 3 101
transverse	point	straight	lateral	edges;	pointed	base 8 21 13 3 45
transverse	point	(type	unknown) 4 24 18 3 49
transverse	point	convex	lateral	edges 3 20 23 - 46
point	indet. - 2 - - 2
Typological composition of megaliths D19, D26, G2 and G3
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type D19 D26 G2 G3 total
axe	flake 7 19 1 2 29
unmodified	flake 123 478 516 31 1148
blade	unmodified 20 29 29 4 82
retouched	piece - - 2 - 2
retouched	piece	border	retouch	>	1	mm - 1 - - 1
retouched	blade 1 1 1 - 3
retouched	blade	border	retouch - - 3 - 3
retouched	blade	steep	retouch 4 1 - - 5
retouched	blade	steep	retouch	<	1	mm - - 1 - 1
retouched	blade	surface	retouch	>	1	mm - - 1 - 1
retouched	block - - 1 - 1
retouched	block	steep	retouch	<	1	mm - - 1 - 1
retouched	core - - - 1 1
retouched	core	border	retouch	>	1	mm - 1 1 - 2
retouched	flake 2 2 6 - 10
retouched	flake	bifacial	retouch	>	1	mm - 1 - - 1
retouched	flake	border	retouch 7 2 15 - 24
retouched	flake	border	retouch	<	1	mm - 1 1 - 2
retouched	flake	border	retouch	>	1	mm - 2 2 - 4
retouched	flake	steep	retouch 2 2 4 - 8
retouched	flake	steep	retouch	<	1	mm - - 2 - 2
retouched	flake	steep	retouch	>	1	mm - 7 5 - 12
retouched	flake	surface	retouch 1 - 1 - 2
retouched	flake	surface	retouch	>	1	mm - 1 - - 1
retouched	core	preparation	piece	border	retouch	<	1	mm - 1 - - 1
retouched	core	rejuvenation	piece	border	retouch - 1 - - 1
retouched	core	rejuvenation	piece	border	retouch	<	1	mm - - 2 - 2
strike-a-light - 2 - - 2
strike-a-light	‘Bloemers	type	B’ 1 2 23 - 26
long	end	scraper	single - - 2 - 2
round	scraper 1 3 5 1 10
short	end	scraper	single - 1 4 - 5
side	scraper	one	sided - 2 - - 2
scraper	type	unknown - 4 3 - 7
sickle	‘Beuker	type	B’ - 1 - - 1
sickle	type	unknown - - 1 - 1
TRB-pick 1 1 - - 2
TRB-pick	battered	point 3 6 1 - 10
TRB-pick	pointed 5 1 3 - 9
TRB-pick	rounded	point 2 - 1 - 3
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type D19 D26 G2 G3 total
truncated	blade - - 1 - 1
type	unknown	due	to	burning - - 20 - 20
unmodified	flint 2 3 - - 5
unmodified	flint	16	–	64	mm - 1 1 - 2
unmodified	flint	64	–	100	mm - - 1 - 1
unmodified	flint	broken 3 10 2 - 15
waste - - 7 - 7
type	unknown 6 94 3 2 105
total 269 992 896 58 2215
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artefact	type traces no	traces not	interpretable total
axe 16 - 1 17
unmodified	blade 3 2 2 7
borer - - 1 1
flake	core - 1 1 2
core 1 - - 1
type	unknown - 2 - 2
unmodified	flake 5 3 10 18
transverse	arrowhead 4 7 10 21
retouched	piece - 1 1 2
retouched	blade 4 - 6 10
retouched	block - 1 - 1
retouched	flake 5 4 8 17
strike-a-light 11 1 3 15
long	end	scraper - - 1 1
round	scraper 2 2 4 8
short	end	scraper 1 1 1 3
scraper	(type	unknown) - 1 - 1
TRB-pick 1 - - 1
total 53 26 49 128
Composition of the usewear selection from megaliths D19, 
D26, G2 and G3


P.C. van Woerdekom
Through the ages the Dutch megaliths, the so called ‘hunebedden’, 
have triggered the imagination of  observers. These monuments, built 
in the north-east of  the Netherlands during the Middle Neolithic, are 
featured in seventeenth century travel dairies and were the scope of  
some of  the earliest archaeological research that was performed in 
the Netherlands. This wide and early public interest has contributed 
to the description and excavation of  many sites, building an extensive 
archaeological data-set, but also to fragmentary publications and ar-
chaeological research with use of  early excavation methods.
The flint finds from megaliths form a somewhat neglected category 
and they have been published extensively for only a few sites. This 
thesis aims to balance this lack of  published data by describing a 
number of  sites in detail. Technological and typological aspects from 
hunebed D19, D26, G2 and G3 were studied, considering the en-
tire flint assemblages, not only focussing on formal tools. The re-
sults from use wear analysis of  a selection of  objects from these sites 
are included. The results of  the study of  the archaeological material 
and the literature survey are contextualized by comparing it to several 
wider contexts.
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